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September 1996

Dear SAMMY user:

Attached is the long-awaited Revision 3 of the SAMMY users' guide. This document
contains only those pages which are changed from Revision 2; extra copies of R2
(combined with pages from earlier versions) are available from the author for those
who need them. The pages from R3 are either replacments or additions to pages from
earlier versions.

Please note the page numbering system: Pages are numbered sequentially in the middle
of the bottom of each page (except for some pages from the earlier versions where
these numbers occasionally occur at the center top of the page). When new pages have
been inserted, the appropriate letter of the alphabet is used along with the numeral;
thus, for example, pages 122a, 122b, . . . 122p appear between pages 122 and 123.

A second numbering system is also used within each section (and subsection, etc.).
The section number (e.g., "Section IV.B") appears on the lower left-hand corner of
each page, and the page number within that section appears on the lower right-hand
corner.

A list of SAMMY modifications and additions described in R3 is given in the
Introduction to R3.

Please send your comments, both negative and positive, regarding this manual and/or
the SAMMY code, to me at one of the addresses listed below. Especially I would
appreciate hearing if you find mistakes, inconsistencies, or ambiguities. My goal is to
have both the manual and the code be as error-free and easy to use as possible; that
goal can be achieved only with feedback from users such as yourself.

Sincerely,

Nancy M Larson

e-mail: nml@ornl.gov

regular mail: N. M. Larson

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Building 6011, MS 6370
P O Box 2008
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6370 USA

telephone: (423)574-4659 fax:(423)574-3527



Divider pages for your SAMMY manual are provided along with
Revision 3. These pages are to be inserted in your manual prior to
the page number listed with the tab title below:
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ABSTRACT

In 1980 the multilevel multichannel R-matrix code SAMMY was released for use in analysis
of neutron data at the Oak Ridge Electron Linear Accelerator. Since that time, SAMMY has undergone
significant modifications: (1) User-fiiendly options have been incorporated to streamline common
operations and to protect a run from common user errors. (2) The Reich-Moore formalism has been
extended to include an optional logarithmic parameterization of the external R-matrix, for which any or
all parameters may be varied. (3) The ability to vary sample thickness, effective temperature, matching
radius, and/or resolution-broadening parameters has been incorporated. (4) To avoid loss of information
(i.e., computer round-off errors) between runs, the "covariance file" now includes precise values for all
variables. (5) Unused but correlated variables may be included in the analysis.

Because of these and earlier changes, the 1980 SAMMY manual is now hopelessly obsolete.
This report is intended to be complete documentation for the current version of SAMMY. Its publication
in looseleaf form will permit irpdates to the manual to be made concurrently with updates to the code
itself, thus eliminating most of the time lag between update and documentation.

ABSTRACT FOR REVISION 1

In August of 1984 the users' guide for version P of the multilevel multichannel R-matrix code
SAMMY was published. Recently, major changes within SAMMY have led to the creation of version
0, which is documented in this report Amongthese changes are: (1) an alternative matrix-manipulation
method for use in certain special cases; (2) division of theoretical cross-section generation and
broadening operations into separate segments of the code; (3) an option to use the multilevel
Breit-Wigner approximation to generate theoretical cross sections; (4) new input options; (5) renaming
all temporary files as SAM??.DAT; (6) more sophisticated use of temporary files to maximize the
number of data points that may be analyzed in a single run; and (7) significant internal restructuring of
the code in preparation for changes described here and for planned future changes.

xi(R3)



ABSTRACT FOR REVISION 2

In the fall of 1985, the Oak Ridge Electron Linear Accelerator (ORELA) group purchased a
VAX-785 to replace their outmoded PDP10 system. SAMMY (and all other ORELA computations)
thus migrated to the VAX, a move which required only slight modifications to the program. Shortly
thereafter, a Floating Point System (FPS) Array Processor was obtained (jointly with the Physics
Division at OKNL) for our use; the move to that machine required significant alterations in the internal
structure of SAMMY, especially since we wished to produce a code which was, to as great an extent as
possible, compatible for both machines. Finally, in the fall of 1987 an IBM-compatible version was
produced, again necessitating some modifications in the internal structure. These changes should not
be noticeable to the casual user. IBM users should be aware of some changes in input from those needed
for VAX or FPS; such changes are noted in the text.

New capabilities added to SAMMY subsequent to Revision 1 of this report include: (1)
increased accuracy in calculations of Doppler-broadened cross sections; (2) the option to use an entirely
new method for Doppler broadening; (3) the ability to generate energy-averaged theoretical cross
sections; (4) the option to omit specified spin groups from a given analysis; (5) the use of date-reduction
parameters (normalization, background, etc.) as varied parameters; (6) separate radii for potential
scattering vs penetrability and shift factor; (7) different values for radii for different spin groups; (8) a
"realistic" version of resolution broadening. These and other changes are documented in Revision 2 of
this manual.

ABSTRACT FOR REVISION 3

Recent additions and improvements to the resonance analysis code SAMMY are documented
in Revision 3 of the Users' Guide. Of major interest is the incorporation of self-shielding and multiple-
scattering corrections in the calculation of capture yields. Other additions include the abilities to fit
differential elastic angular distributions, to calculate Maxwellian (stellar) averages for capture cross
sections, and to reconstruct point-wise cross sections on an automatically-generated energy grid.

xii(R3)



INTRODUCTION TO REVISION 3

Major modifications and improvements to SAMMY have been incorporated subsequent to the
publication of Revision 2 of this manual; these changes are documented in Revision 3.

Chief among the improvements is the incorporation of self-shielding and multiple-scattering
corrections in the calculation of capture yields. Self-shielding is included exactly. Single-scattering is
included exactly for specific geometries (a disk or flat rectangular sample inserted perpendicular to the
neutron beam), or may be approximated (by pretending the radius of the disk or dimensions of the
rectangle are infinite) in order to shorten computer run time. (Double-scattering in approximate form
is "on the drawing board" still.) See Section EQLF for a more complete description of these corrections.

The ability to calculate angular distributions (double differential elastic cross sections) was
initially a by-product of the single-scattering correction, but is also useful in its own right. SAMMY can
now be used to analyze angular distributions of elastic cross sections for samples of any spin. Separate
normalizations, backgrounds, and attenuation factors can be applied to each angle. A formal description
of differential elastic scattering is given in Section ni.E, and input is described in Section VI.

Mixtures of different isotopes or even nuclei with different Z can now be treated properly in
SAMMY; thus data from oxides or other chemical combinations, with impurities, and/or samples with
natural isotopic abundances can all be analyzed properly. Spins, abundances, masses, and scattering
radii are individually given for each separate nucleus. Abundances and radii may be varied if desired.
See Section VI for input information and Section V.D for a description of the options.

"Simultaneous analyses" (i.e. sequential analyses connected via the parameter covariance
matrix) of different data sets is often hindered because of slightly offset energy scales for the two data
sets. To compensate for this, SAMMY now permits the user to vary t0 and L. See Section IEA.2.C for
details and Table V B . 1, Card Set 11, for input.

Reconstruction of point-wise cross sections from resonance parameters can now be done
automatically in SAMMY, without the user having to provide an energy grid. Details are in Section V.G.

SAMMY can now accept ENDF/B File 2 as input, replacing part of the usual SAMMY INPut
file and all of the PARameter file. Details are given in Section VI.G.

An alternative method for calculating the Reich-Moore R-matrix cross sections is described in
Section ELD. This method was programmed for two reasons: First, accurate calculation of low-energy
absorption or capture cross sections required revisions of the coding, since the original method produced
numerical instabilities. Secondly, restructuring of the coding was required in order to facilitate
incorporation of some of the other new features (multiple-scattering, angular distributions, reconstruction
of point-wise cross sections).

Maxwellian (or stellar) averages of capture cross sections may be calculated from resonance
parameters alone, or with resonance parameters plus point-wise cross sections for the unresolved region.
See Section V.F for details and VI.H for input.

Section I 2e(R3) Pagel



The Oak Ridge Resolution function was available at the printing Revision 2 of this manual;
documentation, however, was not, but is provided here (see Section IV.E). The implementation of the
ORR&nction within SAMMY has been modified somewhat, notably in changing all input parameters
to consistent units, and introducing energy-dependence into the mean free path for the water moderator.
In addition, the auxiliary program SAMORT (Section VELC) was created to view individual components
as well as the complete Oak Ridge Resolution function.

The data-reading segment in SAMMY has been modified to (1) take the "even grid for
broadening at end points" as the default in designing the auxiliary grid, and (2) streamline the coding.
The user retains the option to use the original version should the need arise; however this "original
version" (segment DAX) is not being carefully maintained, so is useful only in simple cases.

Auxiliary program SAMAMR replaces SAMADD and SAMMEX (see Section VELA). In
addition to those features contained in SAMADD and SAMMIX, SAMAMR also facilitates
simultaneous analysis of angular distributions with angle-integrated data by Adding, Mixing, or
Removing data-set-dependent varied parameters from the "active" list.

Computer systems which choose not to use the ORELA "ODF' plotting package are encouraged
to make use of SAMMY's alternative, which is to write the information into a "generic" binary file and
process this file via a modification of the program SAMBIN. Details are given in Section VEDLF.

Finally, the input/output protocols for temporary storage within SAMMY have been extensively
altered as a means of improving run time. This is possible because memory on modern computers has
vastly increased; it is no longer necessary, e.g., to read derivatives at only one energy while keeping all
others in temporary files. This change should be invisible to most users, except as manifested in
increased speed of computation.

Section 1.3 . 2f(R3) Page 2



Finally, we note that the constant term in Eq. (M2.8) may be simplified using Eq. (IIA2.29) to give

Y = (D-fyliN+V)'1 GMG'iN+Vy1 + (I-(N+V)-1N)V1(I-N(N+r)-1)](D-f)
(JIA2.31)

which reduces to

7 = (D -fy (N+ Vy1 (D -f) (IIA2.32)

In SAMMY, this quantily is referred to as the "Bayesian x2". In the ( /+Q ) inversion scheme, this
quantity can be simplified to the form

1 (D-T) - {D-fyvY =

in which the first term is the usual (least-squares) %2>
"correction" to %2.

0IA2.33)

second term can be viewed as a

Section HA2 14a(R3) Page 5



III. THEORETICAL CROSS SECTIONS

In this section are presented formulae, as implemented in SAMMY, for generating theoretical
values of cross sections from multilevel R-matrix theory. A summary of the formulae for the Reich-
Moore approximation, as implemented in the original version of SAMMY, is given in Subsection HI A;
details are presented in Subsection IEB. The single-level and multilevel Breit-Wigner approximations,
as implemented in SAMMY, are described in Subsection ETC. Alternative formulations of the Reich-
Moore equations are described in Subsection ELD. Elastic angular distributions are discussed in
Subsection EI.E, and finite-size corrections for capture yields in Subsection ELF.

Section IE 23 (R3) Pagel



m.A. MULTILEVEL R-MATRIX THEORY: REICH-MOORE APPROXIMATION

Consider a neutron of energy E incident on a target of spin I. The combined system (neutron
plus target) has resonances A with spin and parity J* at energies E. These resonances may decay through
any of several particle channels c with spin s and orbital angular momentum /; the partial width for

decay via channel c is F^. hi addition, gamma decay is allowed, with partial width F^ .

Cross sections for the interaction described above may be calculated from multilevel R-matrix
theory [AL58] in the Reich-Moore approximation [CR58]. An excellent review of R-matrix theory and
its relationship to other resonance formalisms is presented in an article by Froehner [FF80]; the reader
interested in either derivation or detail is referred to that article. Here we present only the relevant
formulae. An alternative formulation is given in Section IQ.D.

Section III.A 25 (S3) Pagel



C/D

>

Table IIIA1.1 Penetrability (penetration factor) P, level shift factor S, and potential scattering phase shift <j>
for orbital angular momentum /, center of mass momentum /r, and channel radius ac, with p = kac.

P3/(1+P2)

2 p5/(9+3p2+p4) -(18+3p2)/(9+3p2+p4)

to 3 p7/(225+45p2+6p4 + p6)

. p9/(l 1025 +1575 p2 +135 p4

+ 10p6 + p8)

-(675+90p2 + 6p4)/(225+45p2

(44100 +4725 p2+270p4 + 10p6)/
(11025+ 1575p2 + 135p4 + 10p6+p8)

p-tan- I[p(15-p2)/(15-6p2)]

(105-45p2+p4)]



Using these definitions of U and W, the elastic cross section can be written as

= _* £ gj £ jj -2oos24»//te^-2sm24>i/i«^ + £
&2 J incc I incc1

Similarly, the reaction cross section becomes

»"*" = 7j E «, E E l^-i2 (PIAI.I4)
K"4 J met eatd

and the capture cross section is

E ( E= 7j E «, E ( i - E l^-l2) (mAi.i5)
i 2 y f V tt' '

Finally the total cross section may be written as the sum of the others, or

^f E gj E J l -cos24>/i&^-sin2<|)//j«»^} (UIAU6)
k2 J incc I •'

These can of course be expanded in terms ofR using the formulae on page 28. The matrix1./? can, in turn,
be expanded in terms of resonances (levels) and "external" functions. Within SAMMY, there are two formulations
for the Reich-Moore approximation to the R-matrix; the first is discussed in Section m.A.l.b on page 33 and the
second in Section ELD on page 56g. hi addition the user may wish to include a logarithmic approximation to the
external R-matrix; this is described in Section HI. A. 1 .a on page 31.
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IILA.l.b Reich-Moore approximation to multilevel R-matrix

The Reich-Moore approximation to the multiplevel R-matrix may be written as

nRMJ v^ Yju Yw
Rec- = Is $ (DIAlb.l)

where all levels (resonances) with total spin and parity J" are included in the sum. The number of levels to be
included should be infinite; for practial purposes this number is of course truncated to a finite value and the effect
of the omitted levels approximated either by large distant levels or by a parameterized R* such as that given in
Sect IEALa.

For neutron channels, the channel width F^ is given in terms of the reduced width amplitude y^ by

where P, is the centrifugal-barrier penetrability (sometimes called the penetration factor), which depends on the
orbital angular momentum / and on the energy E; formulae for P/E) are shown in Table IHA.1. Note that the
reduced width y^.2 is independent of energy, but the neutron width 1^ depends on energy via the penetrability.
For fission channels the width is constant, given by

j,fission _ 2 ^2 ̂  (IIIAlb3)

i.e., by a penetrability of unity. Similarly, the gamma width FA
Y is given in terms of the reduced capture width

amplitude (or gamma width amplitude) ax as

Tl = 2 a\ (IIJAlb..4)

The H-parameters (see Sect II.B.2) associated with the resonances are given by

J (DIA.lb.5)

where the negative sign is chosen if Ex is negative,

«(rAc) = Vu (ElAlb.6)

and, finally,

l ax (EOAlb.7)

Note that yk and ax may be either positive or negative. It is the w-parameters on which Bayes' Equations operate.
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With these definitions, the various cross sections defined in Sect II.A.1 can be expressed in terms of

resonance parameters. We shall explicitly consider the one-level two-channel case; users are reminded, however,

that SAMMY is by no means restricted to this simple case and can be used with as many levels and as many

channels as are needed to describe the particular physical situation.

In the one-level two-channel case, the ^matrix takes the form

D D

D D )

D D

D D )

(mAlb.8)

in which the subscript on the penetrabilities denotes the channel number (not the angular momentum), and the

symbol D has been used for {EA -E-i c?}. This equation in turn reduces to the form

W• =

Ek-E-iT/2
(EIA.lb.9)

in which P is the sum of the partial widths F, + F2 + F r Using the appropriate terms from this matrix equation,

we can find expressions for the cross sections in terms of resonance parameters. The elastic cross section becomes

plastic _ ^2L CQIA.lb.10)

where d represents (Ex - Ef + (F/2f. Similarly the reaction cross section can be written

(niAlb.ll)

and the capture cross section is

r r
k2 d

CDIAlb.12)

Finally, the total cross section becomes

(EIAlb.13)
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IILA.2.b Derivatives with respect to matching radius

Derivatives with respect to matching radius a require modification of the procedure outlined in Sect
JR. A.2.a, since phase shifts (j> and penetrabilities P also depend on matching radius. All dependence on a is via
p, where

p = ka (HIA2b.l)

d a _ d a dp _ , d a

and k is described in Sect III.B.4. Thus, we may write
Our problem therefore reduces to finding da/dp.

The derivative of the cross section with respect to p may be formed from Eq. (THAI .1),

JEv[(a .-V \J^L + ( 6 .U .

(TflA2b.3)

From the definitions of Q and (j), Eqs. (HIA1.7, .8), the partial of U with respect to p may be written as

so that Eq. (IIIA2b.3) can be written

I Fia cc ' 3 D J
(IIIA2b.5)

or, sinceQ/Q"^ 1,

(mA2b.6)
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Derivatives of hard sphere phase shifts <j> are formed by direct differentiation of the formulae in Table HLA.1.1.

The derivatives of Ware formed from Eq. (EQA1.12): ;

dp

dp 2JF,
;1 [(I"1 -RTX. L-} JFr

2/ ̂  (-Lf) (£5 -i -R)-i]cc. L;} fv

1 ] ^ 1 f £5
V o p

i
o p o p

(IHA2b.7)

This egression can be greatly simplified by setting

jtf M, ,- PlL? Sh (IIIA2b.8)

which gives

dP<'
dp

(IHA2b.9)

Derivatives of penetrabilities P ; and shift factors § are found by direct differentiation of the formulae in Table
mA.1.1.

Derivatives of the cross sections with respect to p are then found by substituting results from Eq.
(IIIA2b.9) into Eq. (IIIA2b.6).
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III.A.2.C. Derivatives with respect to t0 and L

When analyzing two or more independent data sets, the problem of displacement between energy
scales often arises. Proper alignment of enery scales has traditionally been a task for the analyst;
however, help is now available from SAMMY, hi time-of-flight measurements, the energy of the
incident neutron is determined from the flight path length L, the flight time t, and the initial time tg, as

„ m L2

" 2 TZ?

By treating Z and t0 as variables (parameters) and searching for those values of L and t0 which provide
the best fit of experimental measurement to the calculated cross section, it is possible to adjust the energy
scales to provide agreement between different data sets.

Derivatives of the cross section with respect to flight path length L and initial time t0 are given
in terms of the derivative with respect to energy, as

do dE do IE do
~d70

 = ~dT0 ~dE = TT0 ~dE (JEA2c2)

and

do dE do IE do
TL - IL 8E = T IE (IIIA2C-3)

Recall that the cross section o is given in terms of the scattering matrix U. The energy-dependence of
o is therefore that of U (via p) and of the (1/k2) multiplicative factor. That is, this derivative is given by

do do dp dk 2 dk m

JE = It M JE " I a - (HIA2c-4)

which can be rewritten as

£• (§?"! • )££• (§?"! • )£
Combining this equation with Eqs. (IEA2c.2 and .3) gives

do p do 2

and

!r = 77r-7
dL L dp L
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The derivative of the cross section with respect to p is again, as in Section IH.A.2.b, found by
substituting Eq. QHA2b.9) into (HIA2b.6).

Note that relativistic corrections are often added to the expression in Eq. (IDLA2C.1); such
corrections are ignored in SAMMY'S treatment of the t0 dependence.

Within SAMMY the value of L is not varied directly; rather, L is set equal to the product of the
"initial" value L{ times a dimensionless quantity Lo. This dimensionless multiplier is generally given an
initial value of 1.0, and the value is varied in the SAMMY run.

In preliminary studies what has been found practical is to use this option somewhat apart from
the main stream of SAMMY analyses. The procedure that worked best in our trials was to first obtain
a reasonably good fit to the "best" data set (the data set which, in the analyst's judgement, has the "most
correct?' energy scale), with particular emphasis on obtaining "correct" resonance energies. Next, modify
the parameter file to "flag" only Lo and g (i.e. do not vary resonance energies or other resonance
parameters) and make a SAMMY run to determine the best values for Lo and t0 for the data set in which
the energy scale is "wrong". Once those values have been determined, generate a modified data set
which has the corrected energy scale (using the author's code fixtzero.f or your own program), and use
this modified set in subsequent work.
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IELB. DETAILS AND CONVENTIONS CHOSEN FOR CROSS SECTION EVALUATION IN
SAMMY

Details of cross section evaluation are often a matter of convention: for example, should one
use Is oxj-j coupling for spin assignments? The spin conventions used in SAMMY are described in
Subsection m.B.1.

Other topics covered here include: (Subsection n.B.2) comparison of the Reich-Moore
approximation to the multilevel Breit Wigner; (Subsection M.B.3) the method used for computing sin2(J>
and cos2<j>, where § is hard-sphere phase shift; (Subsection III.B.4) momentum in the center of mass
system; (Subsection IELB.5) mathematical details for derivatives of complex quantities.
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IELB.1. Spin and Angular Momentum Conventions

The spin and angular momentum conventions used in SAMMY (and MULTT) are described in Table
IILB. 1. Note that the word "channel" refers to the physical configuration as well as to the quantum numbers given
here. For example, an incident channel would be a neutron (intrinsic spin i - 54) impinging on a target (sample)
whose spin is /, so that the channel spin isy, where/ = T+T. The relative orbital angular momentum of this
channel (neutron + target) is /, and total spin is J, where J = / + f. The exit channel might be the same as the
entrance channel, or it might be, for example, two fission products whose individual spins ( / ' and / ' ) need not
be defined but whose channel spin is y', where/ ' = F' + / ' . The relative angular momentum of the two fission
products is / ' , and the total Jmust satisfy J = / ' + T'.

The spin statistical factor gj or gc appearing in the equations for cross section (see Sect IRA) is given
by

= (2J+1) = (27+1)
8j (2f+ l )(2/+ l )

since the incident particle is always a neutron.

Afew words of discussion about the use of these quantum numbers in SAMMY are warranted here, to
avoid possible confusion:

(1) The quantities i, i', and / ' need not be input to SAMMY. Incident spin / is assumed to be 54, and
exit spins / ' and / ' are never needed and therefore never defined. However, the user may choose to define these
quantities in the "alternative to Card Set 10" of the INPut file; see Section VIA.

(2) Channel spins/ and j ' are used only as channel descriptors in the output (LPT or 10 file; see Sect
VII). Since they are not used for any calculations, SAMMY will not care if their values are incorrect SAMMY
may, however, issue a warning statement if things do not add up properly (i.e., if / * f + / ) .

(3) Targetspm/isrequiredonlyforevaluaftm of me statistical spmfactor. Ifthis factor is input directly
(see Table VIA. 1, card set 10),itwiUnotmatterto SAMMY whether/is correct or not SAMMY may, however,
issue warnings.

(4) The same applies to total spin J.

(5) Orbital angular momentum, however, must be correctly input since the value of / is used for
generating penetrabilities, shift factors, and potential phase shifts.
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J

Table IH.B1.1 Spin and angular momentum conventions used in SAMMY

Symbol

i or i'

Iorl'

lorl'

jorj'

FORTRAN name
used in SAMMY

SPINI

LSPIN (channel 1, group number) or
LSPIN (whatever channel, group number)

CHSPIN (channel 1, group number) or
CHSPIN (whatever channel, group number)

Meaning

intrinsic spin of incident
neutron or outgoing
particle.

spin of target [i.e., sample]
or residual nuclei

orbital angular momentum
of incident or outgoing
particle

incident or outgoing channel
spin, equal to target
spin plus neutron spin.

Value or
range of values

14 for incident
neutron

integer or
half-integer

non-negative
integer

J = 7 + 7 or
7-T+T

SPINJ (group number) (1) Spin of resonance
(2) Spin of excited level in

the compound nucleus
(3) Total angular momentum

quantum number

Note: The channel spiny ory 'is referred to by the symbol s or s 'in some references [AL58, FF80].

I
to



HLB.2. Comparison of Reich-Moore Approximation to Multilevel Breit Wigner Approximation

Following FrSbner [FF80], we may write the exact equation for the scattering matrix Uas

where

and all other quantities are as defined in Sect HI. A.

In the multilevel Breit Wigner (MLBW) approximation, all off-diagonal elements of A are neglected.

That is,

(A ^h? = [Ex ~ E ~ E Y L LC) 6XH (IIIB2.3)
c

Using the definition of Lc from Eq. (IIIA. 10), this may be rearranged as

(A"')*|i = \E° ~E ~ E ( S
c - B c) YL ~' E-Pe YL I V (DB2.4)

or

where the level shift Ak is given by

A A = - E ( 5 C - £ C ) Y L 0IIB2.6)
C

and the width TXc by

In the Reich-Moore (RM) approximation, only those off-diagonal elements arising from photon channels

are neglected. That is,

V Cey cey / c«Y
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where by "cey" we mean " c is a photon channel" and by " c e y " w e m e a n " c is a particle channel".

Rearranging, we find

c cey

where the level shift A. and the channel width YXc are a given in (IIIB2.6) and (.7) respectively. Note that

Eqs.(IEB2.5) and (.9) differ only in the inclusion of the off-diagonal term in (.9).

Data analysis using either the RM approximation or the multilevel Breit Wigner approximation yields

three (or more) parameters for each level: a resonance energy Ex equal to JE^0 + Ax , the radiation width T%, and

the particle channel widths T^. The difference is that Reich-Moore correctly includes level-level interference,

which is assumed to be zero in MLBW.
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m.C. BREIT-WIGNER APPROXIMATION

In Sect. D0LB.2 we discussed the relationship between the Reich-Moore resonance parameters and

parameters which would be appropriate for multilevel Breit-Wigner (MLBW) resonances. In SAMMY,

it is possible to use MLBW or single-level Breit Wigner (SLBW) cross sections directly for data

analysis. This has the advantage that the calculation proceeds more rapidly since fewer computations are

required; however, it also has the disadvantage that unphysical cross sections maybe generated. Use

of this option is discouraged for new analyses; the option is included within SAMMY for completeness'

sake, to permit use of SAMMY with all ENDF resonance parameter information, and to facilitate

comparisons between codes.

Formulae for MLBW and SLBW cross sections are presented in Sect. E C . 1 ; these are identical to

those used in ENDF files [ENDF-102], although they are not necessarily programmed in this fashion.

Values for constants may differ slightly from those used in ENDF; an option has been added to used

precisely those values defined in the ENDF manual (see Table VIA.2). Formulae for derivatives are

given in Sect. m.C.2.

A note re broadening: Doppler- and resolution-broadening are accomplished in the same manner

for MLBW and SLBW cross sections as for Reich-Moore cross sections. See Sect. IV.
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m.C.1 Single and Multilevel Breit-Wigner Cross Sections

The MLBW elastic (scattering) cross section may be written in the form

k2 J c

T^

in which the summation over c includes only incident (i.e., neutron) channels. For SLBW, the level-level

interference terms in this equation are dropped; i.e., the summations over A in the last line are outside, rather than

inside, the parentheses. The total width I \ in Eq. (IllCl.l)isgivenby

- £ •
c

(mci.2)

in which the sum over c includes all channels. Partial widths P^ and T[ are related to amplitudes y ^ and ax, as

in the Reich-Moore approximation, by

r neutron _ n ,2 n
AC • AC C

•rifission _ «i-.2
ACT • A t

^ I l l l I • — jf^ CCl / II l/*̂ 1 O\

A A ^ULIUI^

The denominator Dy inEq. (IIIC1.1) represents

Dx = (.E-Ex)
2 + ( i y 2 ) 2 (HIC1.4)

For both MLBW and SLBW, the fission (reaction) cross section is given by

afhsion = iL £ g / £ £ ' £ x° Xc' (mci.5)
1? T e c' X. Ls\
A. •> C C A A

in which the sum over c includes only incident (neutron) channels, the sum over c includes only exit (fission)

channels, and Dx is again given by Eq. (IIIC1.4). The capture cross section is
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- iL £ * £ £ ^ 5 (inci.6)
k2 J c x Dx

where, again, the sum over c includes only incident channels. Finally, total and absorption cross sections are given

by the appropriate sums of the other three cross sections:

atotal _ aetastic + Ofission + Rapture (HIC1.7)

—absorption _ —fission + —capture (HICl 8)

The u-parameters (see Sect II.B.2) associated with the MLBW and SLBW resonances are defined similarly

to those for Reich-Moore resonances:

{ (mci.9)

where the negative sign is chosen if Ex < 0,

«( r xc)=Yx c (mci.10)

and

where the reduced gamma width amplitude ax is given in terms of the gamma width Y\ by

Yl = 2al (fflC1.12)

(Note the yXc and ax may be either positive or negative.) It is the u-parameters on which Bayes1 equations

operate.

The matching radius a may also be varied (i.e., treated as a u-parameter).
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IILC.2. Derivatives ofMLBW and SLBW cross sections

From the form of the cross sections inEqs. (JRCl.l), (TIIC1.5), and (TflCl.6), we note that there are only four

expressions in which the resonance energies or widths occur. These expressions are denoted as follows:

0DOC2.1)

(01022)

c'X = TXc VXc'IDX (EC23)

AAcX = FXc VK/DX (HIC2.5)

The fourth of these is actually redundant, since

A4cX ~ i-f A3cc-X + A2c\ (IEC2.5)

Thus we need only evaluate partial derivatives of Aux, A2cX, and A3ec.k with respect to the u-parameters.

These derivatives may be written as follows:

(HIC2.7)

dA
^ ^ ? r ifiEO I Dl (DIC2.8)

= ~2 ^
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8A2cX _

da,
(EIC2.10)

dA3cc'i.
(mc2.1i)

McA. 8CC'-r,rXc ./2DA (DIC2.12)

= 2 0EC2.13)

.= 2rXcric. (3HC2.14)

All other derivatives are zero.
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BOLD. ALTERNATIVE FORMULATION OF REICH-MOORE MULTILEVEL R-MATRK

THEORY

While the equations given in Section HA. 1 for the Reich-Moore approximation to multilevel R-matrix theory

are correct, they may not be optimal for computer calculations. In particular, the calculation of the absorption or

capture cross section at very low energies involves computation of a quantity having the form l-(l-e), where 6 is

small. This may result in large random fluctuations, the familiar "small difference of large numbers" problem. To

circumvent this difficulty, the Reich-Moore equations have been programmed in an alternative manner: Starting

fromEq. (HIA1.12), the matrix PFcanbe expressed in the form

= I-2iPL-1 2/ Pm ^-Ry1 L'1 Pm

which reduces to

W = / + 2i Pm L-^L-t-Ry1 R P 1/2 (HI.D.2)

or, explicitly displaying the subscripts,

wcc- = ».«•+ 2iPl
mL1-

1 £
,1/2

(ffl.D.3)

If we define a matrixXsuchthat

(TflD.4)

then the absorption cross section can be expressed in terms of X as

e c'
- £ I d+2^)«.p]

or, letting Xr be the real part andJT' the imaginary part ofX,

(TflD.5)

£ jY,
J c

or

= ^ E * £ \xL - E VJ+&

(ni.D.6)

anx>.7)

Other cross sections (total, fission, elastic, etc.) can similarly be expressed in terms of matrixX
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This formulation of the Reich-Moore equations has been implemented in segment XCT of the code SAMMY.

To ensure that this formulation is the one chosen, the user can include the following card in the INPut file (See

Table VIA.2):

MORE ACCURATE REICH-MOORE FORMULATION IS WANTED.

This formulation is chosen automatically when "differential elastic scattering" or "capture" yields with "self-

shielding and multiple-scattering corrections" is specified; moreover, it is now the default for all calculations,

beginning with version J of SAMMY. To override this default, include the following card in the INPut file:

ORIGINAL REICH-MOORE FORMULATION IS WANTED
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IDLE. DIFFERENTIAL ELASTIC CROSS SECTION

Following Blatt & Biedenham [JB52] with minor notational changes, the differential elastic angular

distribution cross section in the center-of-mass system may be written

da
dQ,

= £ CL(E) PL(cos cc)
CM L

where Pt is the Legendre polynomial of degree L, a. is the angle of the outgoing neutron relative to the incoming

neutron in the center-of-mass system, and the coefficients CL(E) are given by

cL{E) = r 2 £ E J& ReUi-un) (i-u;.)]
m 2 )

Here X^n, is a geometric factor which can be exactly evaluated. TfXis written as a product of terms

Xn
L

n.=AAn.Dn
L

n. CmE.3)

then the factor An is of the form

A -

in which quantum numbers /, j , and J are used to describe channel n (see Sect III.B.1). Likewise, the expression
for D is

DL _ (2Z + 1) A\ll'L) L\JJ'L) wHUl'J'JL) g!

( g / ) ! ( g / ' ) ! ( g i ) !

where 2g (which must be even) is given by the expression

2g = / + / ' + ! (mE.6)

In both Eqs. (IDE.4) and QHE.5), the A2 term is given by

L\abc) = (*+*-c)! (flnfr^)! (-g +3+ C)!
(a+6+c+l)!

and the quantity w in Eq. (IHE.5) is given by
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)\ (k-V'+J'*f))\ (*-(/+/'
w =

{l*J*l'+J'-k)\ {l+J'*j+L-k)\ (l'+J+j+L-k)\ (DIE.8)

where min and max are chosen such that none of the arguments of the factorials are negative.

Note that the expression for A*(a,b,c) implicitly includes a selection rule for the arguments; that is, the vector
sum

a +b = c

must hold.
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IELE.l Kinematics

TfE represents the laboratory energy of the incident neutron, E' the lab energy of the outgoing neutron, and

0 the laboratory angle of the outgoing neutron with |i = cos9, then E' may be expressed in terms of E and \i as

E' = E
mt*mn

m.
mt*mn\

- ( i -n ) 2

mt+mn

QBE.9)

where mn represents the mass of the neutron and m, the mass of the sample(target) nucleus. Similarly, the center-of

mass angle a between outgoing and incoming neutron is found from

mcosa = ± —- \ u
m. \

CCOE.1O)

and the Jacobian of transformation from center-of-mass to laboratory system as

—1) tnnlnit

(DIE.11)

The elastic angular distribution cross section in the laboratory system is then found by combining Eqs. (THE. 1)

with (HIE. 11), using the relationship in Eq. (HE. 10), to give

do , . do d(cosa)
— - W =

lab dQ,
(fflE.12)
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HLE.2 Attenuation

Corrections for finite-sample size are handled here in much the same manner as in RFUNC, a code developed

byF. G. Perey [FP89a] for calculating elastic angular distributions using the R-fimction approximation for spin-

zero samples. Two effects are included, which are denoted "incident neutron attenuation" and "scattered neutron

attenuation" respectively.

Incident neutron attenuation is accomplished by multiplying the cross section by the factor

exp (-/7,n(6) otatD(E) ) 0OIE.13)

where the "thickness" or attenuation nJ^Q) may be specified independently for each angle and may be treated as

a search parameter. The cross section appearing in Eq. (IIIK. 13) is the Doppler-broadened total cross section.

The so-called "scattered neutron attenuation" is used to approximately describe three distinct effects: (1)

Neutrons initially scattered in the direction of the detector may be re-scattered (or captured, etc.). (2) Neutrons

not initially scattered toward the detector may, after two or more scatterings, ultimately reach the detector. (3) Both

the sample and the detectors have large angular spreads.

To describe these effects, the cross section is multiplied by the attenuation factor

e xP ("«<«*(e ) < W CE') ) PE.14)

Here the attenuation n^Q) again may be different for each angle and may be treated as a search parameter. The

cross section in this equation is evaluated at the scattered energy for the particular angle, and has been broadened

(using a triangular resolution fimction) to approximate the effects of the angular spread of the detector and sample.

See Table VI.B.1, Card Set 11, Card 4, for details of the input for these attenuation factors.
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ELF. SEUF-SHIELDING AND MULTIPLE-SCATTERING CORRECTIONS TO CAPTURE
YIELDS

The theoretical capture cross section may be calculated directly from Eq. (EIIA.1.5) using the Reich-Moore
(or other) approximation to the multilevel R-matrix. However, in order to compare to experiment, corrections must
be made for the finite (non-infinitesimal) size of the sample. Both "self-shielding" and "multiple-scattering" effects
must be included in the calculation.

Self-shielding is the reduction in the observed capture cross section due to interactions of incident neutrons

with other nuclei in front of the current position. The probability that capture will occur at depth z (within dz) can

be written as

where n is the sample thickness in atoms/barn and / is the sample thickness in the same units as z. Integrating over
z gives the self-shielded capture yield

ro-{i-
atot)

Multiple-scattering is the increase in the observed capture cross section due to capture of neutrons which have
been scattered out of the original beam path. Calculation of the multiple-scattering effect is more complicated than
the self-shielding, since it involves multiplying the capture cross section by (1) the probability of reaching a
position (x,y,z) within incremental volume d3Vvasid& the sample, (2) the probability of scattering from that position
into solid angle Q within d Q, and (3) the probability of those scattered nuclei reaching position/* within dp along
that direction. This product is then integrated over the position/7, over solid angle, and over the sample volume,
giving the single-scattering result If the z-axis is defined by the beam line, this expression can be reduced to the
form

l j W " J J l IL dp e-"0"'" o'^ (mF3)

in which primes indicate evaluation at the scattered energy rather than at the incident energy of the neutron, and
L represents the total path length of the scattered neutron within the sample.

Explicit evaluation of this expression requires a detailed knowledge of the geometry of the sample and its
positioning relative to the neutron beam. In the case where the sample is either a round disk or a rectangular shape,
with a flat surface perpendicular to the beam, the expression can be reduced to the form

7,(£) = 7lmf * Tlmb * 7 W / + YUb " (fflF.4)
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where the subscripts "f" and "b" refer to forward and backward scattering, respectively. The subscript« indicates
that this term assumes the sample extends to infinity in the dimensions perpendicular to the beam; subscript 4
indicates that this term is the correction for finite size.

The "infinite" terms in Eq. (JHFA) are one-dimensional integrals,

L_£ - LJ. _ _ CdF.6)

in which u=cos(0). The "finite" corrections involve four-dimensional integrals of the form

- ^ n,(\i a a' ) 0DF7)
f \f*) tot 9 tot * \**** * /

I , dO & a
= I d\i

J dQ. a'b

»

in which the three-dimensional integral Q^is given by

1,a,a ') = jdze~""'~z f d2S ( e-»"(«-O/('i0 _ e - «^« ) 0HF.9)

by

fij(H, a, a ' ) = Jdze '""' ~^ f d2S { e-»«»-*)/(«n) - e-»«£/« ) (fflF.10)

where Z. is the actual path length, within the sample, available for travel by the scattered neutron; note that L is
geometry-dependent The integration over d*S in this expression for Q is over the beam cross section; the
integration over z is over the thickness of the sample. SAMMY evaluates Q on a separate grid and interpolates
to produce the required values for Eqs. (IHF.7-8).
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Values for Q are generated in advance (in segment SAMPAR) and stored in a file named SAMMY.SSM. This

file may be renamed and reused for subsequent runs, so long as the geometry remains the same.

Development and details for the expressions for single-scattering correction will be presented in a separate

publication [NL97].

As of this writing, double-scattering corrections have not yet been included; what is planned is to use a severe

approximation to the exact formula. This should be adequate since double-scattering is a small effect in all but the

thickest samples.

SAMMY users will need to have the phrase "SELF-SHIELDING AND Multiple-scattering" in the INPut file,

in order to include both effects. Other options are "INCLUDE SELF-SHELDIng but not multiple-scattering"

(whichis self-explanatory), and"NOFIMTE-^^ y ^ a n d Yl4b

from the single-scattering correction, and which may be "good enough" for very thin samples). See Table VIA.2

for other possibilities.

Additional input is needed to express the geometric properties of the beam and of the sample. These include

the dimensions of the sample (in any consistent set of units), the cross-sectional dimensions of the beam if different

from and smaller than the sample, and integers which determine the accuracy to which the function Q will be

calculated. Details are given in Table VIA. 1, Card Set 11.
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IV. BROADENING

In general it is not possible to directly compare cross sections extracted from experiments to
those generated via R-matrix theory (or via any other theory). This is because it is impossible to obtain
"perfect"' experimental conditions: individual nuclei within the sample are not at rest; finite rather than
infinitesimal time intervals are required both for the neutron pulse and for the detecting apparatus; the
flight-path length traversed by a neutron depends both upon its position of origin within the neutron-
producing target and upon its position of interaction within the sample. The first of these conditions
leads to the effect known as Doppler broadening, and the others to resolution broadening. To compared
theory to experiment, either the theory must be broadened or the effects of broadening be removed from
the experiment. The former is far easier.

Three options are available within SAMMY to accomplish Doppler broadening; each is based
ultimately upon the free gas model. The first (i.e. original) method is based on an adaptation of the
method used by George Auchampaugh in his code MULTL, and is described in Section IV.A. The
second, due to work by Leal and Hwang, is described in Section IV.D. The third option, which was
added to SAMMY in order to overcome shortcomings of the first two, is discussed in Section IV.F. It
is this third option which the author recommends, and which is now the default in SAMMY; this option
is hereafter denoted the "free gas model."

Two distinctive types of resolution broadening are available in SAMMY, with a third to be
added within calendar year 1996. The original resolution broadening is based upon the MULTI method,
and is described in Section IV.A. The second option is a more realistic function (the "Oak Ridge
Resolution function"), which uses mathematical descriptions of the components in the experimental
broadening as determined from careful studies of ORELA experiments. Section IV.E gives specifics
about this resolution function. (The third option will be a realistic function designed to properly describe
the experimental situation for the linac at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.)

Readers interested in a detailed study of resolution broadening (with emphasis on the 200-m
flight path at ORELA) are referred to the paper by Larson, Larson, and Harvey [DL84].

Section IV.B describes the integration scheme used in SAMMY to accomplish the numerical
integrations needed for the various types of broadening. This scheme is a refinement of the four-point
progressive interpolation method used in MULTI, and is used in one form or another throughout
SAMMY. (The one notable exception is the Leal-Hwang Doppler broadening method, which requires
the use of an equally-spaced grid in velocity space.)

Section IV.C discusses how derivatives with respect to broadening parameters are evaluated,
for the original (MULTI-style) broadening schemes.

Note that both cross sections (and/or transmissions, or whatever quantity was measured in the
experiment to be analyzed) and derivatives are broadened in SAMMY, whereas in MULTI only cross
sections were broadened.
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IV. A. 2. Resolution broadening-MULTI method

To understand how a resolution broadening may be described mathematically, we first consider the formula

which describes how the neutron's energy is extracted from measured quantities:

E " l

where m is the neutron mass and v its velocity. The velocity is equal to the flight path length L divided by travel

time /. From this definition, it is clear that two types of resolution broadening are possible, one due to distributions

in time and the other due to distributions in length.

There may be several factors contributing to each ofthe two types of resolution broadening. Treated explicitly

in SAMMY are a square distribution in flight path length (due, e.g., to the neutron moderator and/or detector), a

square distribution in time (channel width), and a Gaussian distribution in time(burst width); these three are

convoluted and converted to an approximate Gaussian distribution in energy (see Section IV.A.2.a). An

exponential distribution may also be included (see Section IV.A.2.b).

Table IVA2.1 shows relationships between SAMMY input parameters and the resolution width associated

with various types of resolution distribution functions. This table is included here as an aid in determining

appropriate values to use as input to SAMMY. Note that "equivalent," as used in the following pages, indicates

only equivalent first and second moments of the distributions, not that the distributions have the same shapes.

A realistic resolution broadening function is also available in SAMMY; see Section IV.E for details.

For a detailed discussion of resolution broadening with emphasis on flight path 1 at ORELA, see [DL84].
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Table IVA2.1 Resolution broadening input parameters

SAMMY

Input

Variable

"Equivalent"

Quantity

Description

ALorDELTAL(See

Section IV.A.2.a)

ALy/3/2 L/E

AL is the full width of a square distribution

in flight-path length

aLis the standard deviation of a Gaussian

distribution in flight-path length

FL is the full width at half maximum of a

Gaussian distribution in flight-path length

SL is the standard deviation of a Gaussian

distribution in energy E, where L is the

flight-path length

AL is the full width at half maximum of a

Gaussian distribution in energy E, where L

is the flight-path length

A^orDELTABxCFj

(see Section IV.A.2.a)

Atc Is the full width of a square

distribution in time (channel width); this is

the equivalent of the quantity b in PL84],

page 30.

E e \ 2 E
3/2

ac Is the standard deviation of a Gaussian

distribution in time

ArcorDELTAG

(see Section IV.A.2.a)

/8152

AtG is the full width at half max of a

Gaussian distribution in neutron transit

time

aG is the standard deviation of a Gaussian

distribution in time

Af£orDELTAE(see

Section IV.A.2.b)

L(m/2)mAE

2E312

AtE is the exponential folding width in

microseconds of an exponential

distribution in time; note that this is an

asymmetric function.

A£ is the exponential folding width of the

exponential distribution in energy
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IV. A. 2.a. Resolution broadening: Gaussian

Broadening in£ is due to the "spread" or "distribution oflooations" at which the flight path begins or ends (for
details, see ref. PL84]). This distribution may include contributions from both the source and the detector, and
may be described by a square function in length L, i.e.,

f — for U-ALI2 <; L~ <. L'+ALIl
AL <TVA2a.l)

0 otherwise

Note that AL is equal to ^12 times the standard deviation of an "equivalent" Gaussian distribution in length. Note
also that the input quantity AL may be expressed either as a constant (see variable DELTAL in Card Set 5 of the
INPut file, Table VIA.1, page 104, or Card Set 4 of the PARameter file, Table VIB.l, page 122), or as an energy-
dependent function of the form

AL = E AZ-, + AL0

(See Card Set 11, Card Number 2, ofthe PARameter file, Table VIB.l pagel22i).

For convenience in later calculations, this square function in length will be converted to a Gaussian function
in energy, that is,

dE-9L(E',E~) - - ^ - e x p < E'-E 2

\ j

(TVA2a.2)

where E and AL are found by equating means and variances ofthe two expressions in Eqs. (TVA2a.l) and
(TVA2a,2).

The mean energy for the distribution described in Eq. (TVA2a.l) is given by

L'*AL/2 L-+M./2

f ^' 1 f
AL/2 LM./2

f £ ' ^ - ' = ̂ - 1 f (L~?dLL..L
— (AL)3/12J = £ '

Similarly, the second moment of that distribution is given to first order in (ALIL')2 by

L'+AL

f AT A I
L -AL
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so that the variance of the square distribution is given by

E'2 [l +(AI/I')2/2] - E'2 [l +{LLIL'flYl\ ~ E'2 (AL/L')2/3 (TVA2a4)

Since the mean of the Gaussian distribution in Eq. (IVA2a.2) is E and the variance is A^2 / 2, the parameters of

the Gaussian are given (to lowest order) by

E = E' (TVA2a.5)

and

AL = JlTS E" (LLIL') (IYA2a.6)

Finite channel width is one contributor to broadening in time (for details, see [DL84]). The channel width is

represented by a square function in time with width Ltc, as

(— for t-Atc/2 <, t' <, t+Atc/2
A*c 0VA2a.7)

0 otherwise

Generally the channel width is constant for a certain energy range, but changes from one range to the next

SAMMY input accommodates this characteristic: values for Af^are given as a constant DELTAB times a "crunch

factor" CF,- for energies between Bcw and Be,-. Details are given in Table VIA. 1, Card Set 6, page 105.

This component of the resolution function also will be converted to an equivalent Gaussian function in the

energy variable. Arguments similar to those given above for Eqs. (IVA2a.2) through (TVA2a.6) show that this

Gaussian has the form

where

Wc = ,/2/3EAtc/t (TVA2a.9)

Combining approximations (IVA2&2) and (IVA2a.8) using (IVA2a.5, .6, and .9) gives, for the resolution-

broadened cross section [or transmission],

(IVA2a.lO)
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This form may be greatly simplified by recalling that the convolution of two Gaussians is also a Guassian, with

variance equal to the sum of the two variances. This is strictly true only if the width AL of the second Gaussian

is independent of the variable of integration E' of the first Gaussian. Nevertheless, we may approximate E' and L'

in our expression for AL, Eq. (IVA2a.6), by E and L since the integrand of Eq. (IVA2a.lO) is large only near

E'^E(.i.Q.,L'-L). ThenEq.(IVA2a.lO) may be written

(TVA2a.ll)

where

Al | £ 2 [{Atjtf (AL/I)2] (TVA2a.l2)

Neutron burst width is another contributor to the resolution broadening. This effect may be approximated by

a Gaussian (or convolution of Gaussian plus exponential; see Section IV.A.2.b and .c, pages 69-71) with full width

athalf max Atp (See variable DELTAG in Table VIA.1, Card Set 5, page 04, or Table VB. 1, Card Set 4, page

122.) That is, the Gaussian distribution function in time is given by

dE' pG(E,E') = - * L . exp \-£±pt (rvA2a.l3)

which translates into

dE' pG(E,E') = -**- exp {-(E-EP} ffVA2a.14)
K

in which the quantities wG and WG are defined in terms of the full width at half max via

wG = AtG/Jln2 (TVA2a.l5)

and

E3

w - L ) (IVA2a.l6)

(The derivation of Eq. (IVA2a.l6) requires the approximation that JW = -JE to zeroth order.)
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This function may then be combined with the other components of the resolution function of Eq. (IVA2a.l 1).

Again, because the convolution of two Gaussians is itself a Gaussian, the result may be written directly as

0VA2a.l7)

where the width is given by

0V.A2a.18)

Replacing / in Eq. (TVA2a. 18) by its equivalent in terms of E and L, and rearranging, give

m [ ] n 2 \ L J 3 \ L
(TVA2a.l9)

which may be rewritten in the form

AG = 11/2 <TVA2a.2O)

If E is given in units of eV, AtG in usec. and L in meters, then the neutron mass m may be expressed as

m = 2 (72.3 f (TVA2aJ21)

This follows directly from m = 1.67482 x 10"24g and 1 erg = g cm2ls2 = 6.2418 x 10n eV. With this value

for the mass, the parameters a and b in Eq. (TVA2a.2O) become

\2

a =

I ( f H " 2 L J 3 m) L)

I A \ 2 / A \ 2

= 0.01661 —*2. + 0.011293 - ^

(IVA2JL22)

and

b = (^/2J3 LLILf = (0.81650 MIL)2 QSTA2&23)
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IV. A. 2 .b. Resolution broadening: Exponential

An exponential form for the resolution-broadening is also provided in SAMMY (and MULTT). Physically this
may correspond to an asymmetry in the burst width or moderator or detector resolution function. When only the
exponential function is to be used, the broadened cross section (or transmission) is given by the integral

') dt> (IVA2b.l)

where / (£ ' ) represents the unbroadened cross section. This expression may be rewritten in terms of E' rather
than t' using the relationship (IVA2.1), and assuming \[W <= \/E as needed. Eq. (TVA2b.l) becomes

j - I exp|-^l^> !/(£') dE' 0VA2b.2)

in which the width is given by

2Em

L (m/2?

Setting m/2 = (72.3)2 as in the previous section gives the result used in SAMMY,

A£ = cE312 (TVA2b.4)

in which c is defined as

c = 2 (m/2)m LtE IL = 0.02766 A/£ IL (TVA2b.5)

The width AtE is the "exponential folding width in microseconds," and is the required input quantity DELTAE
(see Table VIA.1, Card Set 5, page 104, or Table VIB.l, Card Set 4, page 122). Occasionally an analyst may
discover that widthLtE appears to be energy-dependent, via

iLl £•„

In this case the input quantity is A/Xand£r is fixed at 100 eV. The line "EXPONENTIAL FOLDING width is
energy-dependent" must be included in the INPut file; see Table VIA.2.
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IV.B.l. Choose Auxiliary Energy Grid

We wish to evaluate integrals of the form

/(£,-)= Jf(]S')B(JSttE')dE' ffVBi.1)
nxa

where / ( £ ' ) represents the unbroadened theoretical cross section (or transmission) and/CE^.) the broadened. B

represents the appropriate broadening function as described in Section IV.A or .E or .F. The set of points E, are
the original grid, for which data are available and at which theoretical values are required.

Standard practice for evaluating integrals such as those in Eq. (IVB1.1) is to choose a set of points E'j and

associated weights W. in such a way that

b _ _

f /(£') B(Et,E') dE' « £ f(E'p B(£.,£}) W}. (TVB1.2)

where the approximation is exact if the product / ( £ ' ) B (£. ,E'.) is a polynomial of some specified degree, say

n. Use of these points and weights to evaluate the integral over a non-polynomial function [such as

f(E') B(Ej,E') in Eq. (TVB1.I)] will give a result which is accurate to the extent that the function can be

approximated by a polynomial of degree n. In practice, if one divides the integration region [E^, E^] into
sufficiently small subregions [a, b], the polynomial approximation will be quite accurate within each subregion.

The choice of points {£'•} is, to some extent, arbitrary. (Once {E'A is fixed, weights {W.} are determined

from Eq. (TVB1.2).) Because it is necessary to integrate Eq. (TVBl.l) many times, i.e., once for eachli,-, it is
expedient to have the set {£'.} be the same for each E, in order to minimize the total number of evaluations of

/ (£ ' . ) . These points {£'.} will hereafter be designated collectively as the "auxiliary grid," and the points {E,} for

which data are given will be designated as the "original grid."

Several types of points contribute to the auxiliary grid:

a. All points in the original grid are included in the auxiliary grid.

b. "Extra" points are added between each point in the original grid. The number "NXTRA" of such points
is specified by the user in the INPut file (see Card Set 2 of Table VIA. 1).

c. Points are added at the extremities of the data region, to be used in broadening the cross sections at the
end points. Two options are available in SAMMY:

1. Sixteen points are added below the minimum energy and sixteen above the maximum, in order to
correctly broaden the lowers and highest few points. Let Et represent the lowest energy in the original
grid. The finite integration limits JE^J, and E for resolution broadening of this point are

determined (see Sect IV. A.2.a, b, and c). Eight points are added to the auxiliary grid, equally spaced
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from EB&1 to Ex. Next, the Doppler-broadening width AD for energy EnAl is determined, and eight

points are added, equally spaced between ( E ^ - 4 A^) and E^ . Similar considerations add

sixteen points above the highest energy. [Note: This is the only option available in MULTI; SAMMY
users must specify "USE ORIGINAL DATA-READing routines" to invoke this option.]

2. Points are added whose relative spacing is similar to that of points inside the energy region being
analyzed. This option is the default, or may be invoked by including the statement "USE EVEN
GRID FORBRoadening at end points" in the INPut file (see Table VIA.2). The even grid is chosen
in one of two ways:

i. Points from the data set, but outside the energy region being analyzed, are added to the
auxiliary grid.

ii. If (i) is not possible because the data set contains no such points, then the spacing A
between data points is, and Et is used to locate other points equally spaced at
2ij-A, 2?j-2A, i i j - 3A, ... ; a sufficient number of points are chosen to cover the

integration region for Ev

d. Equation (IVB1.2) is a good approximation only if the integrand closely resembles a (low-order)
polynomial. Therefore, it may be necessary to add points over the width of narrow resonances so that the
structure of the integrand will be properly represented. Also, the auxiliary grid must vary smoothly to
avoid numerical difficulties in evaluating the integrals. This problem can be broken into several pieces:

1. Decide which resonances require additional points. IPTDOP is the number of points required across
a resonance; the default value for IPTDOP is 9 but the user may increase this as desired (see table
VIA. 1, Card Set 2). If there are fewer than IPTDOP points between (EA - D) and (Ex + D), where
D is the sum of the absolute values of the gamma and particle widths, then more points must be added
near this resonance.

2. For each narrow resonance, add auxiliary points atis, and at .E^i 2 Dj7 (XPTDOP-1), where j ranges
from 1 to IPTDOP.

3. Add points at Ek±1.5D and EX±2D.

4. If IPTWID is positive (and less than 7), add points at EX±3D, EX±4D,..., E^D^JPVmD+l),

where the input quantity IPTWID is specified in Table VIA.1, Card Set 2.

5. If IPTWID is negative, add points as in #4, and also at Ex± 10D, and at Ex± 20D.

6. Test the resulting auxiliary grid to see that no two neighboring points are either very close together
(relative to neighboring spacing) nor very far apart Drop or add points as needed.

Caveat: If the original (MULTI-style) Doppler broadening is used, and energy points in the auxiliary grid

fall at negative energy, SAMMY will issue a warning and abort execution. For subsequent runs the analyst has

several options: either choose a higher E^ specify "NO LOW-ENERGY BROADEning is to be used" in the

INPut file (see Tables VIA. 1 and 2 for details), specify "USE LEAL,HWANG D OPPLer broadening" for the low-

energyregion (see Section IVD), or specify "USE FREE GAS MODEL Of doppler broadening". The final option

(i.e. the free gas model) is the author's recommendation; see Section IV J .
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IV.B.3 Perform Numerical Integration

The numberical integration scheme used in SAMMY to evaluate the integrals shown in Eq. (TVB1.1 and .2)
is borrowed from MULTI [GA74] and is based on the four-point progressive interpolation method of Mintz and
Jordan [MM64]. For the value of an integral from Xj to x% of some function y (x), where the value ofy is known

only at the four values of x (x = xx, Xj, Xj, or x4), this method uses the approximation

3 _4

y(x)dx ••J (TVB3.1)

where the w, are given by

w, =1 " ^ ( X J - X ^ C X J - X J )

w2 =
12

- 4
X2-X1 X2-X4

12
x.-:

•"i x i xi~

W 4 =
(IBV3.2)

These equations give the exact result ify(x) is a polynomial of degree 2 or less (i.e., i£y(x) is a quadratic, linear,
or constant function of x).

What is required for the broadening integrals is, however, a function of the form

Jwzx.-\•/JIUA-I - *

y(E')dE'= £ j y(E')dE'
j'Jmin £•

(TVB3.3)

where each integral on the right-hand side may be evaluated using Eq. (TVB3.1), with

xi =Ej-v GVB3.4)

If we define w? as V,fromEq. (TVB3.2) with thex, given by Eq. (TVB3.4)," then Eq. (IVB3.3) can be put into
the form
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E~" Jmsx. 4

J y{E') dE' = . E E vvy&'w)

or, performing the summation over i,

=** /max

f y{E')dE' = £ H^GE',) CIVB3.6)
£-i /.Jmin

where the weight W} is given by

4

Wj = Y, wiC/+2-i) (JVB3.7)

The summation in Eq. (TVB3.7) may be evaluated explicitly using Eq. (TVB3.1) with (TVB3.4), yielding

12

(IVB3.8)

SAMMY uses the values given by Eq. (TVB3.8) evenfory =Jmin and/ =Jmax, even though they implicitly

require the use of £'/min_j and £'ym2X+1 which technically are outside the range of integration (E'^ t o i s ' ^ ) ;

this is legitimate because the range of integration is chosen so that the integrand y (E') is effectively zero outside

that range. Thus, the values of y(£' Jn ] i l .1) and y{E'Jnaxf,) are zero, and are implicitly included in the above

formulation. In contrast, the code MULTT performed extra calculations to end exactly at E 'Jmia and E 'Jaax \ our

studies have found this an unneeded complication.

The scheme described above is used in SAMMY only if there are more than twelve points between

E 'JnAl and E 'Jmax, inclusive. If there are fewer than twelve but more than five points, Simpson's rule is used. For

five or fewer points, it is assumed that the broadened value is equal to the unbroadened value, and no integration

is performed.
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IV.C.2.a Gaussian

From Sect IV.A.2.a, the partial derivative of cross section (or transmission) fG with respect to AtG and AL

are

dfG dAG dfc

8AtG BAtG

(TVC2a.l)

and

dfG _ dAG dfG

dAL ~ dAL dAG

Partial derivatives of AG are, fromEqs. (IVA2a.l8) and (TVA2a.l9),

dAtG AG AtG
(TVC2a.3)

and

E2b
dAL AGAL

(IVC2a.4)

The partial with respect to AG is found numerically via

8Ar.

-fG{AG-d)

Id
(IVC2a.5)

where d is set equal to AG q with q = 0.02.
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IV.D. LEAL-HWANG DOPPLER BROADENING

The assumption of a free gas model for the sample atoms leads to a relatively simple relationship between the
cross-section values at different temperatures. Leal and Hwang [LL85] have used this idea to write the Doppler-
broadened cross section in the form

oD(E) = F(v)/E (IVD.l)

where "velocity" v is the square root of energy E,

v = JE (IVD.2)

and F(v) obeys a partial differential equation having the same form as a one-dimensional time-dependent heat
equation. That is, F(v) obeys

in which 0 is given by

0 = TT7 aVD.4)

where T is the effective temperature of the sample, A is Boltzmann's constant, and Mis the mass of the sample
(target) nucleus. This is equivalent to the integral equation [FF80, Eq. 102]

oD(E) = -J- f dE> [e -^-VBT/4 _ e
AftJ

where AD is the Doppler width given in Eq. (IVA1.2).

The numerical solution of Eq. (TVD.3) may be readily accomplished by difference techniques. Leal and
Hwang have shown that, if the step sizes Av and A© are constant for both velocity v and "temperature" 0 , and if

(Av)2 = 6 A0 (TVD.6)

then the error in the numerical solution is of the order of( Av)4 or (A©) 2 .

The solution of Eq. (IVD.3) can be written in the form

Fl = JJ&1 - f FP ^ {*& 0VD.7)
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in which the superscript./ denotes the value of F evaluated at 0 = ©j, and subscript / denotes the value of F

evaluated at v = v,.

By combining Eq.(TVD.6) with the analogous equations for Ff, with m = 1 toy-^wefindtheforF/maybe

written as

aVD.8)
k-j

where F° are the "initial" values of F (i.e., at zero temperature), and where the a/, for negative k, are found from

the relationship

aJ_k=a{ (TVD.9)

For positive k, the a/ are found from the recursion relationships

a\ = 1/6 a] = 2/3

a 2 = (1/6)2 a,2 = 2(1/6) (2/3) a 2 = 2(l/6)2 + (2/3)2 aVD.10)

and, in general,

aB" = (1/6)"

•4 1 1

an-% + ( 2 / 3 ) f l
n -2

= ( 1 /6) a£ + (2/3 ) al'x + ( 1 /6) a£ for 0 < k <. n - 2

i""1 + (2/3) flo"1 + (1/6) a""1 = 2 (1/6) a""1 + (2/3) a,n-l

The procedure employed in SAMMY is as follows:

(1) Somewhat arbitrarily, choose AT= 5 degrees; this number is a user input so may be changed if desired. (See

Table VIA.1, Card Set 5, variable DELT.) Figure the number of steps required to reach from zero

temperature to the effective temperature T, and adjust AT so that T can be reached in exactly J steps.

Determine the corresponding A9 and Av.

(2) Generate the coefficients or/ for k = 0 to J. These coefficients will be large for small k, and effectively zero

for large k Choose M such that a/ X) for all k > M.
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(3) Generate the auxiliary energy grid ENERGB, which is uniform in velocity space. Mpoints will be included

on each side of the energy region [Earn - Wnun, Evaax. + PFmax], where £inin and iimax are the experimental

energy limits, and PFmin and Wmax. are resolution limits at ismin and £inax respectively.

(4) Generate theoretical cross sections o(E) for all ENERGB points.

(5) Evaluate Ff for all points / in the auxiliary grid, using Eq. (IVD.8), and convert to cross section using Eq.

(TVD.l). If needed, the partial derivative of the cross section with respect to the temperature may be generated

from

Using the chain rule with Eq. (IVD.4) combined with Eqs. (TVD.7 and 12) gives

aVD.13)

for the derivatives of the cross section with respect to the temperature.

(7) If needed, transform to transmission (See Section V.A.).

(8) Generate resolution-broadened cross section at the experimental energy points, using the Leal-Hwang

auxiliary grid within the resolution integral. Or, if no resolution broadening is required, interpolate between

points in the auxiliary grid to give results on experimental points.

(9) If needed, transform from transmission back to cross section.

(10) Multiply by normalization and add background if needed.

Finally, we note that when Eq. (TVD.5) is rewritten in terms of v' and -v', the integrand becomes symmetric

with respect to the transformation v' - -V, provided o(-|v'|) is defined as -o(|v' |). This permits the direct evaluation

of the broadened cross section even for points near E = 0. However, recent studies [LL96] have suggested that

the results obtained for very low energies (well below thermal) results obtained with this method may not be

completely accurate. Specifically, Doppler-broadened 1/v cross sections do not retain the 1/v shape at these very

low energies; further, the step size AT becomes critically important To avoid this potential problem (and to

minimize the number of points required for use in the auxiliary grid), SAMMY users are encouraged to rely on the

Free Gas Model (See Section IV.F) for most calculations.

To use the Leal-Hwang Doppler broadening, include in your INPut file a card which reads

USE LEAL,HWANG DOPPLER BROADENING

and specify the step size AT on Card Set 5 of the INPut file, Table VIA.1.
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IV.E. REALISTIC RESOLUTION BROADENING

For ORELA data, the resolution-broadening functions described in Section IV.A.2 are not especially accurate

approximations. We have therefore developed a more realistic mathematical description of the experimental

situation at ORELA, based on concepts described by D. C. Larson et al. PL84] .

The resolution function has four components: the electron burst, the ORELA moderator, the neutron detector,

and the time-of-flight channel width. Experimentally the resolution-broadened cross section a(E) is formed when

each contributing feature provides its own broadening; the combined effects of the several components is all that

is actually noticed. Mathematically, this may be viewed as follows: Each component is modeled separately as a

function of flight time (rather than energy), and then each is convoluted in turn with the unbroadened (or partially

broadened) cross section; the convolution process is performed analytically where possible and numerically where

necessary. That is, the resolution-broadened cross section a(f) may be expressed as

f, -t2)dt2 l^-t^dt, a(t4)

where // is our mathematical model for the /th component. This expression may then be rearranged into the form

5(0 = Jl(t-f) o(/') dt' QWE2)

where the resolution function I(x) is defined as

fl2(t,-t2)dt2 (TVE.3)

Since SAMMY deals with cross sections as functions of energy, rather than time, the relationship

m2 / 2 (IVE.4)

is used to convert from energy to time and v.v. in Eq. (IVE.2), yielding

a(E) = (TVE.5)

In the following sections we describe our choices for the I, and the convolution procedure. Complete details

will be presented in a separate report [NL97a].
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IV.E.l. Individual Components of the Resolution Function

m Subsection IV.E.1. a, the four components of the resolution function are described mathematically in terms

of either time-of-flight variable r or flight-path-length t. In Subsection IV.E. 1 .b, conversion from flight-path-

length {to time-of-flight variable t (for fixed energy E) is discussed; this conversion is necessary in order to

convolute the four components to produce the "total" resolution function.

Input for using this resolution function is described in Card Set 9, Table VIB. 1, pages 122 and following.
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IV.E.l.a Description of the components

1. Electron Burst

The electron burst from ORELA is closely approximated by a square function in time:

(lip forO<t<p
(TVEla.l)

0 otherwise

where p is the burst width in nanoseconds. The value lip for this function gives a normalization of unity.

2. Neutron Sources

Experiments at ORELA can utilize neutrons from a Ta target, or collimate on the water moderator surrounding
the Ta target The two are modeled separately, experiments are assumed to use predominately one or the other
rather than a mixture of both. [The implications to this representation if neutrons are emitted from both the Ta
target and the water moderator will be studied as time and funding permit]

2a. ORELA Water Moderator

The distribution of flight path lengths of neutrons in the ORELA water moderator that has the most physical
basis [SC92] is the chi-square distribution with 2 (m +1) degrees of freedom, where m=A or 5:

where i is the flight-path-length variable and where the moderation distance A is a mean free path. The value of
A varies with energy as A = Ao + Ajh(5) + AjflnCE))2.

2b. Tantalum target

The distribution of flight path lengths for the tantalum target is somewhat more complicated: Monte Carlo
calculations of F. G. Perey [FP92] have shown that this distribution function has the form

0 for I <x\

u'(t) + v'(4) for x\<i<x'2
(TVEla.3)

u'(l) +w (H) for x2<t<x3

w'(l) for x'3<t
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where the functions « '(O. V 'W> and W ' M are defined as

u'(IL) = N'fsxp{-e'2(l-x'o)
2} forx\<l<x'3 (TVEla.4)

/({) = —.— exp{-$Xl-x'2)} for x\<H<x'2

and

w'(«) =tf'«'fflsp{-p'(«-;x'a)> forx'2<t (IVEla.6)

The factor AT is a normalization, and a ' determines the relative strengths of the pieces of the function I'2b. The

relative values of the JC'S are given by

x\ <. x'o ̂  x'2 <. x 3 (IVEla.7)

3. Time-of-Flight Channel Width

Like its electron burst, the time-of-flight channel width may be modeled as a rectangular distribution of width
c. This functional form ignores "electronic" time jitter, which is a reasonable approximation. The time distribution
due to the finite channel width is therefore assumed to be:

I lie forO<t<c
I3(t) = J . OVEla.8)

0 otherwise

where the channel width c may be different for different energy-regions.

4. Detectors

Two types of neutron detectors are commonly used for transmission measurements at ORELA: the NEl 10
(a recoil proton detector) and the Lithium glass (for which moderation of neutrons in the detector plays an important
role).
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4a. NEl 10 Detector

If 8 is the thickness of the NEl 10 detector, then the resolution function appropriate for that detector is

A exp(-Ao{) for 0 <t < 8
. \ •

 ( r V E l a 9 )

0 otherwise

where X is the number of molecules per mm.b of the detector (0.0047 for MEl 10) and a(E) is the total cross

section of the detector material (CHUM for NEl 10). A is a normalization factor found by setting the integral over

all space of I'4a equal to 1.

4b. Lithium Glass Detector

For the lithium glass detector, the resolution function is assumed to have the form

[ Dg for0<t<d
hh(t) =\ (TVEla.10)

4 i W [D e jq ) ( - / ( r -^ ) ) for d <t

where g is a constant, and D is chosen to give an integral of unity.
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JV.E.l.b Converting length- to time-dependence

The relationship between energy E, flight time /, and flight path length I may be used to convert from a

function of {to a function of/ (assuming^ is fixed):

m
(TVElb.l)

which may be rearranged to give

\
Mr = bt
m

(TVElb.2)

in which we have defined b as the square root oilElm. A distribution function in i may then be converted to a

distribution function in / by (a) replacing & by bt everywhere, and (b) replacing di by b dt. Formulae for all four

components in terms of/ are given in [NL97a]; here we merely note that the distances x'. (tantalum target)

translate to the time-dimension via

xt = x\ Ib (TVElb3)

and similarly 6 (NE110 detector) translates via

d = bib (TVElb.4)

For the NE110 detector we also define / via

/= Xab <TVElb.5)
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IV.E.2. Convolution of the Components of the Resolution Function

Mathematical details of the process of convoluting the four components of the resolution function are given

in [NL97a]; a summary is presented here:

The convolution of the electron-burst resolution function with the resolution function representing the channel

width is straight-forward and yields a trapezoidal function whose exact shape depends upon the relative magnitudes

of the parameters/? and c. Combining that result with the detector resolution function (either NE110 or Lithium-

glass) gives a continuous function of the form

u/* + 4» } (NE2.1)

which is valid in the region defined by f._j < t < tr Here t. is the ith member of the ordered set of times

{O,p,c,d,p+c,c+d,p+c+d} with t0 defined as 0. Algebraic expressions for the AJ{ ( /=e ,2 ,1 ,0 ) intermsofthe

model parameters are given in [NL97a]. Note that, while the function is continuous, it is not smooth; the first

derivative of this function is piece-wise continuous, with discontinuities at the tr

Combining the above result with the resolution function for either the water moderator or the tantalum target

gives a result which is a combination of polynomials and exponentials in ( / - / , ) . The final resolution function is

continuous but again not smooth; the first derivative has discontinuities at each of the t.\ for the tantalum target

the derivative has additional discontinuities at xx, x2, x3, and at /. + Xj. Nevertheless, the resolution function

generally appears smooth.

Exact formulae for the final resolution function are given in [NL97a]; also given there are examples of the

various shapes of resolution functions that can result from this procedure.
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IV.F. FREE GAS MODEL OF DOPPLER BROADENING

The formula for the exact free gas model of Doppler broadening takes the form

n (X?\ — ^ I I ̂ ~4(E—^Efi") /AD) -4(E+y££")/Aa) /-J-./X FunW AT?1 mrr-

in which the Doppler width AD is given by

•

4mEkT (IVF2)
M

where, as elsewhere in this section, m represents the neutron mass, M the target (sample) mass, kis
Boltzman's constant, and Tis the effective temperature. Alternatively, this equation may be written in
terms of "velocity" v, where v is the square root of energy E, as

v Ojjp7) = — / \e "(v-v)2/"2 - e -(V)2 '"2] V' o(v'2) v'/v dV (IVF.3)
fnu o

in which we have substituted v' for the square root of E' and defined u as

u = mkTIM (TVF.4)

To evaluate this integral, replace v' by -w in the second term; this gives

vo^v2) = — Me-^v)2/"2 v'o^v'/vrfv'

^U .1 (TVF.5)
_ J e -(v-w)z/«2 (_w) o ^ ^ ) w/v cf J

o •*

Replacing v' by w in the first term, rearranging the second term, and defining

s(w) = oiyi/2) for w^O

puts this equation into the form

v a^v2) = —L I e -^f'^wstyi) wlv dw (TVF.7)
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In the form of Eq. (IVF.7) with definition (TVF.6), the Doppler broadening integration can
readily be accomplished within SAMMY using numerical techniques similar to those described for the
original Doppler broadening method and for the resolution broadening. The auxiliary energy grid is
chosen as described in Section IV.B.1, with the exception that the additional low-energy points are
chosen equally spaced in velocity rather than in energy. Negative velocities are included as needed, in
order to properly evaluate the integral at low values of E (i.e. of v).
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V. SPECIAL TREATMENTS

This section is our "junk drawer," containing information on a variety of topics which did not seem

to fit well into any particular category. Included here are discussions of SAMMY'S treatment of

transmission data (Section VA), and of the handling of correlated data sets (Section V.B). Section V.C

describes how SAMMY may be used to average cross sections (both theoretical and experimental) over

an energy range after the analysis is complete, in order to compare with other experimental data. The

means by which one may analyze samples containing multiple isotopes are discussed in Section V.D.

Section V.E is devoted to two methods of including data-reduction parameters within the SAMMY

analysis. Maxwellian, or stellar, averages of capture cross sections are discussed in Section V.F.

Methods for reconstructing point-wise cross sections without having to specify an energy grid are given

in Section V.G.
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V.D. COMBINING SEVERAL MATERIALS IN A SINGLE SAMPLE

Because the samples used in neutron experiments are often made from natural materials rather than

isotopically pure materials, and may contain chemical combinations of elements and/or impurities, the SAMMY

INPut and PARameter files may need to describe resonances corresponding to several different materials. A

number of features of SAMMY have evolved to deal with this consideration:

1. Spin groups may be specified in one of fwo ways, either of which may contain information about

abundances of isotopes or elements. See Section VIA, Table VIA. 1, Card Set 10 and Alternative to Card

Set 10 for details. New for Revision 3: the nuclear spin (as well as mass and isotopic abundance) can

be specified for each isotope or element separately, when "Alternative to Card Set 10" is used in the

INPut file.

2. When using a multi-element PARameter file, flags on the appropriate spin groups in the INPut file will

eliminate the use of those spin groups in performing the calculation of cross sections; thus, the same

PARameter file may be used both for analysis of data from an isotopically pure sample and for analysis

of data from a "natural" sample, or for datafrom a specific element and for a chemical combination. Input

details are again given in Table VIA. 1.

3. Channel radii (see Section DLA. 1) for the different nuclei (and for different spin groups) may be specified

separately. In addition, the radius used in evaluation of the potential-scattering phase shift (p, may differ

from that used in evaluation of penetration factor P, and level shift factor •$ , and any or all of these

various radii may be varied; this is included for compatibility with ENDF [ENDF-102]. Input details are

given in Card Set 7 of Table VIB.l.

4. To specify a single abundance and the correct mass for all spin groups corresponding to a given nucleus,

use Card Set 10 of the PARameter file (see Section VIJB.). Abundances, but not masses, may be varied.

SAMMY will confirm that the sets of spin groups corresponding to a given nucleus are defined consistently

between the INPut and the PARameter files.

Note that SAMMY is no longerrestricted to a small number of spin groups; if it is necessary to include more

spin groups than can be inserted on a line in the PARameter file (e.g., for channel radii), the remainder may be

inserted on a subsequent line. Details are given in Table VIB. 1.
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V.F STELLAR AVERAGED CAPTURE CROSS SECTIONS

Stellar, or Maxwellian, averaged capture cross sections are obtained from the stellar reaction rate formula
[KW84]

= / ocapture)/EW(E,kT)dE (V.F.1)
o

where W(E,kT) is the Maxwellian weighting factor

ww = 25;!"T (V.F.2)

and the capture cross section aapaire is generated from the resonance parameters. The integration is performed
numerically in SAMMY, using techniques similar to those described in Section IV.B for the broadening integrals.

To use this option, include a line in the INPut file specifying one of these statements:

MAXWELLIAN AVERAGED capture cross sections are wanted

STELLAR AVERAGED CAPture cross sections are wanted

It is also necessary to provide an additional input file, the MXW file, containing values for the temperatures at
which the calculation is to be performed. See Section VI.H, page 130k, for details; also see Table "VTD.5 on page
130d for batch input

There is a variety of options in SAMMY for specifying the energy grid on which the numerical integration
of Eq. (V.F.1) will take place; the precision with which the results are calculated may depend upon the method
chosen, so the user is encouraged to try different options to ensure that he is achieving the desired accuracy. The
first option is to use an experiemental (ie. user-provided) grid; a better alternative is to begin with the experimental
grid, but also specify

BROADENING IS WANTED

and give values for at least one broadening parameter. (This might be considered the "default," since this is what
would apply if stellar averages were requested but no other thought was given to the specifics.) The purpose of this
is to force SAMMY to choose a sufficiently dense auxiliary grid (see Section IV.B.1) to properly describe the
structure in the cross section and thus to ensure accurate integration. Additionally the user may wish to request
extra points added between experimental points (see variable NXTRA in Card Set 2 of the INPut file, Table
VIA.1).

Two other options permit SAMMY to choose the energy grid automatically. The first uses the (NJOY)
reconstruct option via the command
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RECONSTRUCT CROSS SEction from resonance parameters.

(This command can be used only with Reich-Moore approximation.). The other option (which can be used also

withBreit-Wigaer) begins with a uniformly-spaced grid, then adds points as needed to describe the structure. This

option is invoked with the command

ARTIFICIAL ENERGY GRid is needed

The number of energy-points in the initial (uniformly spaced) grid is given by variable NEPNTS on Card Set 2 in

the INPut tile (Table VIA. 1).

Estimates of the covariance matrix for the stellar averaged capture cross section may be found by using default

specifications for solving Bayes' equations (i.e. by not specifying

DO NOT SOLVE BAYES EQUATIONS

in the INPut file) and assigning uncertainties (and possibly correlations) to the flagged parameters. Those

uncertainties will then be propagated through the averaging process, and the covariance matrix for the stellar

averaged capture cross section will be generated. Caveat: Only those uncertainties included, either implicitly or

explicitly, on the flagged parameters will contribute to the uncertainties on the averages. This may result in an

underestimation of the uncertainties on the averages, since not all resonance parameter uncertainties can be

included.

Often it is important to include values for the capture cross section at higher energies than those described

by resonance parameters, i.e. in the unresolved resonance region. Presently the only way to accomplish this within

SAMMY is to present this data as an ENDF file, and include the phrase

ADD CROSS SECTIONS From endf/b file 3

in the INPut file. SAMMY will ask for the name of this file, immediately after the name of the MXW file (see

Table VID.5 on page 130d).

Test Case 51 (tr51) contains examples of the various options described above.
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V.G RECONSTRUCTING POINT-WISE CROSS SECTIONS

SAMMY now has two options for generating point-wise cross sections without requiring the
user to provide an energy grid.

The first method, borrowed almost directly from the nuclear data processing code NJOY
[RM82], uses a convergence algorithm to choose an energy grid sufficiently dense to properly define
total, elastic, and capture cross sections, as well as fission if needed. The output ODF (plot) file
SAMMY.ODF contains energies in Section 1, total cross section in Section 2, elastic cross section in
Section 3, capture cross section in Section 4, and fission cross sections in Sections 5 & 6 if needed; these
cross sections are unbroadened (zero temperature). To invoke this option, include the phrase

RECONSTRUCT CROSS Sections from resonance parameters

in Card Set 3 of the INPut file (see Section VIA of this report). SAMMY will ask for the data file name,
as always, but a dummy name may be given since that information is never used.

Caveat: The method described above makes use of the Reich-Moore approximation to R-Matrix
theory. Thus it cannot be used with MLBW or SLBW resonance parameters.

The second option for generating point-wise cross sections without specifying an energy grid
a priori makes use of SAMMY's ability to choose an auxiliary grid which properly defines the
unbroadened cross section (see Section IV.B. 1). SAMMY first sets up a grid of NEPNTS from EMIN
to EMAX; NEPNTS is specified on Card Set 2 of the INPut file (see Table VIA. 1). This grid is evenly-
spaced in velocity-space (i.e. in the square root of energy). SAMMY then chooses additional points for
the auxiliary grid as though broadening were to occur.

To invoke this option include the phrases

ARTIFICIAL ENERGY GRid is needed
and

PUT UNBROADENED CROSS sections into odf file

in the INPut file. The output ODF file SAMXAC.ODF contains energies in Section 1 and cross section
in Section 2. Unlike the RECONSTRUCT method of generating an energy grid, this method evaluates
only the one type of cross section specified in the INPut file. Also unlike the first method, any of the
several R-matrix approximations may be used, as specified in the INPut file.
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VL INPUT TO SAMMY

Input to SAMMY consists of three or more files, which may be user-generated or (sometimes) produced
by earlier SAMMY runs. These files are summarized in Table VL 1, and described in detail in subsequent sections.

Table VL1 SAMMY Input Files

Description
and unit number as
used in SAMMY

INPutfile
11

PARameterfile
12

CO Variance file
62

DATafile
13

DCVfile
(Data Co Variance file)
63

batch file
5

AVGfile
28

NDF input file
10

ENDF resonance
parameter file
10

MXWfile
10

SSMfile
25

Contents

Details about the interaction being studied;
SAMMY control information

Initial values for resonance and other parameters,
flags defining which are to be varied, uncertainty
information

Covariance matrix for the parameters as output by
an earlier SAMMY run

Experimental data, including energy, cross section
(or transmission, e.g.), and uncertainty

Covariance information for the data

Interactive or batch input to SAMMY; file names,
energy ranges

Information needed by SAMMY in order to produce
energy-averaged cross sections for comparison to
other experimental data

Information needed by SAMMY in order to
generate an ENDF/B-VI output file

File 2 from ENDF, to be used instead of the usual
SAMMY PARameter file (and for part of the
SAMMY INPutfile)

Temperatures at which the Maxwellain averages are
to be evaluated

Edge-effects corrections to single-scattering
correction for capture cross sections (file is
generated by a previous SAMMY run)

Where details
may be found

Section VIA
Tables VIA.1 & 2

Section VLB
Table VB.1

Section VLT.B
Table VIC.l

Section VI.C
Table VIC.l

Section VT.C

Section VI.D

Section VIE

Section VLF

Section VI.G

Section VI.H

Section ELF
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VIA. THEINPutFILE

Table VIA. 1 gives details about the information provided to SAMMY via the INPut file.

Card Set 1 of that table contains a title, which is merely reproduced in the output LPT file (See Sect VILA).

Card Set 2 contains miscellaneous information, including the mass of the sample, the energy range, a flag to indicate
how many iterations of Bayes' equations are to be run. Some of the information given here may be input elsewhere, in which
case numbers given here are ignored.

The user specifies control options via Card Set 3, which contains statements (in English) regarding the manner in
which SAMMY is to proceed for this analysis. Valid control statements are given in Table VIA.2; any of those statements
may be used in any order in Card Set 3. Qn the case of a conflict between two statements, the later command is used.) Note
that SAMMY does not understand misspellings! Instead, SAMMY will print an error message in the LPT file and proceed
to ignore the statement Control statements may be either capital letters or lowercase, but must be entirely one or the other
on any given statement; that is, do not mix lowercase and capitals on the same line.

Card Set 4 is blank, terminating Card Set 3.

Card Sets 5 and 6 describe the input for Doppler- and resolution-broadening (See Sect IV). Card Set 7 gives
matching radius for the R-matrix formalism, sample thickness, and various other parameters. Values for many of these
parameters may, however, be superseded by values specified in the PARameter file (See Sect VLB).

Card Set 8 specifies the type of data to be analyzed (e.g. capture cross section, transmission).

Quantum numbers for the sample nucleus are specified in Card Set 9, though values given here may be overwritten
by values given in "Alternative to Card Set 10".

Card Set 10 describes quantum numbers for the various spin groups. NOTE: The Alternative to Card Set 10 is
now the preferred method for inputting these quantum numbers, because in this format all spins, masses, etc. (e.g. of minor
isotopes) may be given explicitly.

Card Set 11 is needed only when analyzing capture cross sections using self-shielding and multiple-scattering
corrections. Dimensions of the sample, and interpolation and integration parameters, are specified in this Card Set
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>

Table VIA.1. Format of the INPut File
Note: All integer formats (e.g., 12,15) require that the numbers be in the right-most columns

Number Which
Card of cards card is
g e t in this shown

set here

Col- For-
umn Variable mat Meaning (units)

Range of
Values Notes

1 1 1 1-80 TITLE 16A5

S

1-10

11-20

21-30

31-40

41-45

46-50

51-52

55

ELMNT

AW

EMIN

EMAX

NEPNTS

ITMAX

ICORR

NXTRA

A10

F10.1

F10.1

F10.1

15

12

12

11

Sample element s name

Atomic weight (amu)

Minimum energy for this
data set (eV)

Maximum energy (eV)

Maximum number of
points to be analyzed
at one time (default = 500
but see Note)

or: number of points to
be used in generating
artificial energy grid
(default =10001)

Number of iterations
(default = 2)

Correlations smaller than n <-• T/T^JD <f i nt
this value (divided by default = 50
100) are not to be printed

Number of extra points to Q ̂  jjyTRA < 9
be added between each , » t f_ f t

pair of data pionts for the
auxiliary energy grid

EMIN & EMAX will be ignored here
if they are given in the BATch file
(See Section VI.D)

NEPTNS is the number of data points
to be included in each region, when
"DIVIDE DATA INTO REGions" is
specified in Card Set 3. (Use of this
option is discouraged.)

See Section V.G

j This value is ignored unless the
phrase "DO NOT PRINT SMALL
Correlation coefficients" occurs in
Card Set 3.

The minimum number of points in the
auxiliary grid is (NXTRA+l)xNDAT,
where NDAT is the number of points
in the data grid



Table VIA.l. Continued

Card Number Which
Set of cards card Column Variable Format Meaning (units)

2,
cont.

5

Range of
Values Notes

1 1,
cont.

56-57 IPTDOP 12

as many
as
needed

1

Oorl

59-60 IPTWID 12

61-70 IXXCHN 110

Number of points to be
added to auxiliary
energy grid in the
neighborhood of small
resonances

Determines the number
of points to be added to
auxiliary grid in tails of
small resonances

Number of channels in
ODF-type data file to
be ignored

0 £ IPTDOP <, 21

default = 9

-1£ IPTWID £ 6

default = 5

See Section I V.B.I

1-20 WHAT 4A5 Alphanumeric
information concerning
program options

See Table VIA.2

blank

1-10

11-20

21-30

TEMP

DIST

DELTAL

F10.1

F10.1

F10.1

• Effective temperature of
the sample (K)

Flight path length (m)

That portion of the
resolution function
width attributed to the
flight path length (m)

(zero for no
Doppler
broadening)

This Card Set is omitted if
"BROADENING IS NOT
Wanted" is specified in Card Set 3.
If Card Set 4 appears in the
PARameter file (see Table VIB.l),
all values given here (in the INPut
file) in Card Set 5 will be ignored,
except for DIST. See Section
IV.A.2.a.

•8



GO Table VIA.l. Continued

Card Number Which Col-
Set ofcards card Variable Format Meaning (units')

Range of
Values Notes

5,
cont.

Oorl 1,
cont.

31-40 DELTAE F10.1 E-folding width of
exponential resolution
function (us)

(0 for pure
Gaussian
resolution
function)

41-50 DELTAG F10.1

51-60 DELTTT F10.1

61-70 ELOWBR F10.1

F WHM (us) of Gaussian (0 for pure
resolution function exponential
representing the burst width resolution

function)

Approximate step size for > 0
Effective Temperature when
using Leal-Hwang method of default = 5.0
Doppler broadening (K)

See Section IV.A.2.b. If the card
"EXPONENTIAL FOLDING width is
energy-dependent" is included in the
INPut file, the value given here is used
for DELTAE at 100 eV; at other
energies, the value is given by Eq.(
IVA2b.6)onpage69.

See Section IV.A.2.a, Eq. (IVA2a.l3
and. 15) If negative, channel widths are
also included, in Card Set 6.

See Section IV.D.

Energy below which no
broadening is wanted (eV)

default = 0.0

0or2

i

1-10 DELTAB F10.1

11-15 NCF 15

Minimum channel width for
interval from EMIN to
EMAX(us)

Number of crunch
boundaries (energy intervals)

Omit this Card Set if "BROADENING
IS NOT Wanted" in Card Set 3, or if
DELTAGs 0 in Card Set 5

1-10 (BCF(I), 8F10.1 Crunch boundaries, read in
11 -20 CF(I), order of increasing energy

etc. 1=1,NCF) (eV). Crunch factors
(integer units of DELTAB)

BCF(I) = maximum energy for this
crunch factor; CF(I) = crunch factor;
i.e. the value of At0 to be used in the
energy range BCF(I-1)<E<BCF(I) is
CF(I)xDELTAB. See Eq. (IVA2a.7)
and following.



Table VIA.l. Continued

Card Number Which Range of
Set of cards card Column Variable Format Meaning (units') Values Notes

1 1

o

1-10 CRFN F10.1 Channel radius (F) >0.0

11-20

21-30

31-40

41-50

61-70

THICK

DCOVA

DCOVB

VMIN

DATCR

F10.1

F10.1

F10.1

F10.1

F10.1

Sample thickness
(aton^arn)

Constant term in
data covariance
(default = 0.0)

Linear term
(default = 0.0)

Minimum absolute
uncertainty (standard
deviation) on data

Data at the same
energy have
correlation DATCR

sO

-1 <; DATCR <; 1

If CRFN is input as zero, its
value is computed as
1.45x(1.008665+AW)"3.
Values given here will be
ignored if they also appear in
Card Set 4 of the PARameter
file (See Table VIB.l). The
value for CRFN will be
ignored if Card Set 7 is
present in the PARameter file.

Needed only for
TRANSmission or TOTAL
cross section or for multiple-
scattering corrections

Data covariance matrix has
additional term of the form
(DCOVA+ E;X DCOVB) x
(DCOVA+ EjXDCOVB).
Usually these terms will be set
to zero.

If an experimental uncertainty
in your DATa file is smaller
than VMIN, SAMMY will
increase the value to VMIN.

This applies only when a
combination of data types are
used (see Card Set 8 below).

<§
OS
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I.
Table VIA.1. Continued

Card Number Which
Set of cards card Column Variable Format Meaning (units) Range of Values Notes

8 At
least

1

1

3

i

1-80 CROSS 16A5 Type of data TRANSmission
TOTAL cross section
(ELASTic
I SCATTering
INELAstic scattering
DIFFErential elastic
(FISSion
iREACTion
CAPTUre
ABSORption
ETA

Only those characters in capitals
are required.

(Values connected with curley
brackets are equivalent.)

Note ABSOR = CAPTU + FISSI.
Note ETA is defined as
NUx (fission/absorption) where
NU is specified in Card Set 11
(Card 3) of the PARameter file
(Table VIB.l).

2

3,4
etc.

1-5

11-20

21-30

71-80

1-10,
11-20,
etc.

NANGLE

ANGLE(l)

ANGLE(2)

ANGLE(7)

ANGLE(8)
etc.

15

FlO.l

FlO.l

FlO.l

FlO.l

Number of angles

First angle, in
laboratory
(degrees)

Second angle
(degrees)

Seventh angle

Other angles
(degrees)

>0

Between 0 and 180°

This card is present only for
DIFFErential elastic cross
sections.

These cards are absent if
NANGLE s 7



00

I.
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Table VIA.l. Continued

Card Number Which
Set of cards card Columns Variable Format Meaning (units) Range of Values Notes

o
00

00

8, at least
cont. 1

Alter- At least
native 5
to 8

WARNING:
This alternative
has never been
used except for
test cases. See
N. M. Larson
when you start to
use this option.

5

6,7,...

1

2

3

11-20

21-30

71-80

1-80

1-80

1-80

1-10

11-20

DANGLE(l)

DANGLE(2)

DANGLE(7)

DANGLE(7)
to DANGLE
(NANGLE)

CROSS

CROSS,

EMIN,

EMAX,

FlO.l

FlO.l

•

FlO.l

FlO.l

16A5

16A5

FlO.l

FlO.l

Angular spread of
detector at ANGLE(l)
(degrees)

Angular spread

Type of cross section
for data set 1

Minimum energy for
data set 1 (eV)

Maximum energy for
data set 1 (eV)

COMBInation of
TWO types

COMBInation of
THREE types

COMBInation of
SEVEN types

Card is included only for
differential elastic cross
sections.

AbsentifNANGLE<;7

Columns 16 through 20
indicate how many types of
data are to be included, to a
maximum of SEVEN

See the other version of Card
Set 8.

These energies override those
given in Card Set 2.



Table VIA.l. Continued

tionV
L

?>

108a

S

Card
Set

Alt 8,
cont.

9

Number Which
of cards card

At least 4
5

5

etc.

1 1

Column

1-80

1-10

11-20

1-10

11-20

21-25

26-30

Variable

CROSS2

EMIN2

EMAX2

SPINI

ECHAN(1)

ISHIFT(l)

LPENT(l)

Format

16A5

F10.1

F10.1

F10.1

F10.1

15

15

Meaning (units)

Type of data for data
set 2

Minimum energy for
data set 2 (eV)

Maximum energy for
data set (eV)

Spin of sample nucleus

Excitation energy of
the residual nucleus for
neutron channel
number 1 in an
inelastic channel (eV)

Calculate shift for
channel 1?

Calculate penetrabili-
ties for channel 1?

Range of Values

Integer or half-
integer

0 = no
1 =yes

0 = no
1 =yes

Notes

Repeat cards 4 and 5 as many
times as necessary, to a
maximum of 7 data sets.

positive for even parity and
negative for odd

Often set to zero

If 0, this is a fission channel.
If 1, this is a neutron channel.

I

If there is more than one
channel, ECHAN(2) is in
columns 31-40, ISHIFT(2) in
41-45, LPENT(2) in 46-50,
ECHANC3) in 51-60, etc.



Table VIA.l. Continued

Card Number Which
Set of cards card Column Variable Format Meaning (Units) Range of Values Notes

10 one for
each
spin
group

1-10 SPINJ(l) F10.1 (a) spin for resonance in
group 1

(b) Spin factor gj times
isotopic abundance, for
resonances in group 1

Integer of half-
integer; positive for
even parity and
negative for odd

not integer or
half-integer

11-15

16-20

21-25

26-30

31-40

NENT(l)

NEXT(l)

LSPIN(1,1)

CHSPIN(l.l)

ENBND(U)

15

15

15

F5.1

F10.1

Number of particle
entrance channels for
resonances in group 1

Number of particle exit
channels, excluding the
entrance channels

Orbital angular momen-
tum for channel 1 for
resonances in group 1

Channel spin for
channel 1, group 1

Boundary condition for
channel 1, group 1 (eV)

* 0 , * 2

Integer

Integer or
half-integer

Use this option if the sample is
pure. In general the author
encourages use of the Alternate
to Card Set 10.

This option can be used when
several isotopes or contaminants
are present in the sample; the
value which should be inserted
here is the product of spin factor
and isotopic abundance

NENT + NEXT is the total
number of particle channels for
this spin group. For more than
three channels, use Alternate to
Card Set 10.

Ifoption(a)forSPINJis
chosen, consistency checks will
be made to verify that the
various angular moments add up
properly. Inconsistencies will
result in warning messages, but
will not cause SAMMY to
abort.

If ENBND>0, then B=SXa),
where a.~ka and k is the
center-of-mass momentum for
energy ENBND (see Section
IIIA.1). IfENBND<0,then
B=ENBND.



Table VIA.1. Continued

I
Card Number Which
Set of cards card Columns Variable Format Meaning (Units)

Range of
Values Notes

10,
cont

one for
each
spin
group

l.cont. 41-45 LSPIN(2,1)

2,etc.

15

46-50 CHSPIN(2,1) F5.1

51-60 ENBND(2,1) F10.1

61-65 LSPIN(3,1) 15

66-70 CHSPIN(3,1) F5.1

71-79 ENBND(3,1) F9.1

80 IXCLD II

Orbital angular momen- Integer
turn for channel 2 for
resonances in group 1

Channel spin for channel 2,
group 1

Card is blank in columns 41 -79 if
there is only 1 channel (i.e., if
NENT=landNEXT=0).

Boundary condition for
channel 2, group 1 (eV)

Orbital angular momentum
for channel 3, group 1

Card is blank in columns 61-79 if
there are only 2 channels (i.e., if
NENT+NEXTs 2).

Flag to exclude this spin 0 for include
group from calculation, but 1 for exclude
not from PAR or CO V
files

Same as card 1 in this card set,
with the quantum numbers
appropriate for group number 2.

Alter-
native
to
Card
Set 10

At least 1
two for
each
spin
group

1-3

4

5

J

(blank)

EXCL

13

Al

Spin group number

Flag if exclude from
calculation

1,2,3,...

blank = include
"X" = exclude

"USE NEW SPIN GROUP
format" must appear in Card Set 3
if this alternative is used. Seethe
author if you want more than 999
spin groups.



Table VTA.1. Continued

o
oo

Card
Set

Alt
10,
cont.

Number Which
of cards card

At least l.cont.
two for
each spin
group

2

Columns

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-30

31-35

1-5

6-10

15

19-20

21-30

Variable

NENT(J)

NEXT(J)

SPINJ(J)

ABNDNC(J)

SPINI

N

LPENT(N,J)

ISHIFT(N,J)

LSPIN(N,J)

CHSPIN(N,J)

Format

15

15

F5.1

F10.1

F5.1

15

1 5 •

11

12

F10.1 •

Meaning (Units)

Number of entrance
channels

Number of exit chan-
nels, excluding those
which are also
entrance channels

Spin for resonances
in group J

Isotopic abundance
for this spin group

Ground-state spin for
this isotope

Channel number

Calculate penetra-
bility for channel N,
spin group J

Calculate shift?

Orbital angular
momentum

Channel spin

Range of Values

> 0

sO

Integer or half-
integer

integer or half-
integer

>0

0=no
l=yes

0=no
l=yes

integer, :> 0

integer or half-integer

Notes

NENT +NEXT is the total
number of particle channels for
this spin group.

positive for even parity and
negative for odd

positive for even parity and
negative for odd

I
to



I Table VIA.l. Continued

Card Number Which
Set of cards card Column Variable Format Meaning (Units)

Range of
Values Notes

Alt. 10, At least 2,cont.
cont. two for

each
spin
group

o
8?

31-40 ENBND(N,J) F10.1 Boundary condition (eV)

41-50 ECHAN(N,J)

51-55 RDEFF(N,J)

56-60 RDTRU(N,J)

61-70 EMM1(N,J)

71-80 EMM2(N,J)

F10.1 Excitation energy of
residual nucleus in an
inelastic channel (eV)

F5.1 Effective radius (F)

F5.1 True radius (F)

F10.1 Mass of fragment # 1
(i.e. of target, for
channel number 1) (amu)

F10.1 Massoffragment#2
(i.e. of neutron, for
channel number 1) (amu)

3, etc. Repeat card number 2 for a total of (NENT+NEXT) cards

If ENBND>0, then B=SX«),
where a = ka and k is the
center-of-mass momentum
for energy ENBND (see
Section IIIA.1). If ENBND
<0,thenB=ENBND.

As defined by ENDF; used
in calculating phase shift
only. If zero, SAMMY uses
CRFN from Card Set 7 or
PAREFF from Card Set 7 of
the PARameter file (Table
VIB.l)

as defined by ENDF; used in
calculating penetrabilities
and phase shifts

If zero, uses AW from Card
Set 2

If zero, uses atomic weight
of neutron

4, etc. Repeat (Card 1 and Card 2), once for every spin group

last (blank)



Table VIA.l. Continued

f- Card
Set

11

Number
of cards

1

Which
card

1

Column

1-10

11-20

21-30

31-40

Variable

THSAMP

XSAMP

YSAMP

XBEAM

Format

FlO.l

FlO.l

FlO.l

FlO.l

Meaning (Units)

sample thickness (cm)

sample height (cm) or
sample radius (cm)

sample width (cm) or
zero if circular

beam height (cm) or
beam radius (cm), or
zero is beam is larger
than sample

Range of
Values

> 0

> 0

2 0

Notes

This card set is present
only if self-shielding and
multiple-scattering
corrections are mentioned
in Card Set 3.

o 41-50

51-55

56-60

61-65

66-70

YBEAM F10.1 beam width (cm) or zero
if circular or if beam
is larger than sample

2:0

NTHETA

NGAUSZ

NGAUS

MTHETA

15

15

15

15

number of points for part
of 0-integration

number of points for
pieces of z-integration

number of points for
pieces of integration over
cross- section of beam

number of points for rest
of 0-integration

sO
default = 28

4,8, or 16
default =16

4,8, or 16
default =16

^0
default =11



f Table VIA.2. Alphanumeric statements acceptable for use in the INPUT file, Card Set 3

Note: Any of the valid statements listed here may be included in the INPut file, in any order. Usually only the first 20 characters of the statement are required;
occasionally other information must be given in specific columns as indicated below. Characters shown here in lower case letters are optional in the INPut file, but
are included here for clarity. In the event that contradictory statements are included, the last to appear is the instruction which SAMMY will honor. Default instructions
need not be included explicitly. Options which are described "for debug purposes" should generally be avoided, since considerable output is generated thereby,
especially when many data points are included within the energy range.

Category Default Statements Notes

Input Control X DATA COVARIANCE IS Diagonal

DATA HAS OFF-DIAGONA1 contribution to covariance
matrix of the form (a + bE,)(a + bEj)

DATA COVARIANCE FILE is named YYYYYY.YYY

a and b are specified as DCOVA and DCOVB in the INP file,
card set number 7 in Table VIA. 1.

Substitute your own file name for YYYYYY.YYY in columns
31 -40. See Table VIC.2 for the format for this file.

ADD CONSTANT TERM TO data covariance

X DO NOT ADD CONSTANT term to data covariance

USE DEFAULT FOR CONStant term to add to data
covariance

These three statements refer to the option of adding a constant
to the data covariance matrix, both on- and off-diagonal, over
the energy region in which the effect of the (non s-wave)
resonance is felt. Magnitude of this constant is specified in
columns 68-80 in the parameter file, for each resonance. For
the third option, the default value of this constant is set at l.E-6
for every non s-wave resonance.

DATA FORMAT IS ONE Point per line
USE CSISRS FORMAT FOr data

CSISRS

The ASCII data file contains one point per line, in (3G11.8)
equivalent format, with uncertainties being absolute rather than relative.

DATA IS IN ODF FILE The data file, whose name you specify either on-line or in your
batch file, is in ORELA Data Format. Section 1 contains
energies, 2 the data, and 3 the (absolute) uncertainties. See
Section VI.C of this report for details.



s Category

Input
Control,
Cont'd.

Default

Table VIA.2.

Statements

DATA IS IN STANDARD odf format

Continued

Notes

The data file is the "standard" ODF file with energy in section 1, data in
section 2, absolute uncertainty in section 3, and partial derivatives with
respect to data-reduction parameters in section 4 ff. See Section V.E.2.

IGNORE INPUT BINARY covariance file Your PARameter file specifies that the parameter covariance matrix is
kept in a binary file. For this particular run, however, you wish to
pretend that there were no previous runs generating such a file; instead
you wish to use the large (ideally °°) uncertainties that indicate no prior
knowledge of parameter values.

X USE ORIGINAL SPIN GRoup format
USE NEW SPIN GROUP Format

See Card Sets 9 and 10 in Table VIA.1.

ENERGY UNCERTAINTIES are at end of line in
parameter file

See Table VIB.l, Card Set 1, columns 68-80, second alternative.

INPUT IS ENDF/B FILE Resonance parameters and spin-group quantum number information is
taken from an ENDF/B file; see Section VI.G.

ADD CROSS SECTIONS from endtfb file 3 For use in generating Maxwellian averages; see Table VID.5.

Output X DO NOT PRINT ANY INPut parameters
Control PRINT ALL INPUT PARAmeters

PRINT VARIED INPUT Parameters Resonances for which no parameters are flagged will not be printed.
Use this option for direct comparison with output parameters, which are
always printed in this mode.

RECONSTRUCT CROSS SEction from resonance
parameters

SAMMY will automatically choose an appropriate grid and evaluate
total, elastic, capture, and fission cross sections on that grid, using
NJOY method. See Section V.G.

ARTIFICIAL ENERGY grid is needed Ditto, using SAMMY method. See Section V.G.



I
§ Category

Output
Control,
Cont'd.

Default

X

X

X

VIA.2. Continued

Statements

DO NOT PRINT INPUT Data
PRINT INPUT DATA

DO NOT PRINT THEORETical values
PRINT THEORETICAL VAlues

DO NOT PRINT PARTIAL derivatives

PRINT PARTIAL DERIVAtives

Notes

Note that this refers to experimental values of the
measured cross section (or transmission, etc.), as
read in from the DATa file (see Section VI.C)

Often these are available in the ODF file (see Table
VIIC. 1) so they need not be printed in the LPT file.

Use this option only for debug purposes.

X DO NOT SUPPRESS INTErmediate printout

SUPPRESS INTERMEDIATe printout

DO NOT SUPPRESS ANY intermediate printout

X DO NOT PRINT DEBUG Information

PRINT DEBUG INFORMATion

Updated parameter values and covariance matrix
elements are printed after completion of each energy
region.

Updated parameter values and covariance matrix
elements are printed only upon completion of entire
run.

Updated parameter values are printed after each
iteration of Bayes1 equations (i.e., typically twice for
each energy region). Updated covariance matrix
elements are evaluated and printed only upon
completion of an energy region.

Use for debug purposes only on short runs.

5?
«8



I.
Table VIA.2. Continued

Category Default Statements Notes

K)

Output
Control,
Cont'd.

X DO NOT USE SHORT FORmat for output

USE SHORT FORMAT FOR output Resonance parameters are printed in the LPT file (Section
VII. A), in F12.4 format rather than E format. While this may
produce more legible output, often fewer significant digits
will be printed.

X DO NOT PRINT REDUCED widths

PRINT REDUCED WIDTHS Reduced width amplitudes will be printed in the LPT file
(Section VILA), along with the square root of the resonance
energies. That is, what are printed are the "u-parameters" as
described in Section HI of this report.

DO NOT PRINT SMALL Correlation coefficients Any line of the correlation matrix whose off-diagonal
elements are small will not be printed. "Small" is defined less
than ICORR/100 in absolute value, where ICORR is
specified in Card Set 2 (Table VIA.l).

ENDF/B-VI FILE 2 IS wanted 1 . . .
ENDF } e<lulvalent

Output in the format required for ENDF/B-VI File 2 (Reich-
Moore representation) is wanted. See Section VI.F for
details.

PRINT CAPTURE AREA in lpt file The capture area, defined as A = g Tn T IT, is printed in
the SAMMY.LPT file.

Operation
Control

X SOLVE BAYES EQUATIONS

DO NOT SOLVE BAYES Equation

Update parameter values and covariances via Bayes'
equations.

Parameter values are not updated, but remain fixed.
Theoretical values of transmission or cross section are
evaluated for each energy region specified, using these fixed
parameter values.

O\



I Table VIA.2. Continued

Category Default Statements Notes

Operation
Control,
Cont'd.

X DO NOT DIVIDE DATA Into regions-do
entire energy range at once

DIVIDE DATA INTO REGions with a
fixed number of data points per region

SAMMY will automatically choose energy regions of NEPNTS (see
Card Set 2, Table VIA. 1) data points each, for sequential analysis.
Warning: SAMMY merely counts; it does not consider carefully whether
dividing point is located in a region where the theoretical values (o or T)
are nonlinear with respect to the parameters. Dividing in such a location
(at or near a resonance) will invalidate the linearity assumption used in
deriving Bayes' equation, and thus lead to spurious results. Users are
urged to use this option only on the "zeroth pass," as an aid in deciding
where to divide the data, and not for final runs.

X BROADENING IS WANTED

BROADENING IS NOT WAnted

Some form of broadening is to be used; see Section IV.

If you do not wish to have SAMMY Doppler- or resolution-broaden the
theoretical values, be sure to remove Card Sets 5 and 6 (see Table
VIA.l) from the INP file, as well as include this card.

X USE FREE GAS MODEL Of doppler
broadening

USE LEAL.HWANG DOPPLer
broadening

USE MULTI-STYLE DOPPPler
broadening

The "free gas model" of Doppler broadening, as described in Section
IV.F, is to be used.

The Doppler-broadening method of Leal and Hwang, as described in
Section IV.D, is to be used.

High-energy Gaussian approximation to the free gas model is to be used
for Doppler broadening, as described in Section IV.A. 1.

NO LOW-ENERGY BROADEning is to be
used

Theoretical values are not to be broadened below the energy value
ELOWBR given in Card Set 5 of Table VIA.1 (the INPut file). This
option works only with the original (MULTI-style) broadening, and not
with the Leal-Hwang method nor with the Free Gas Model.
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I Table VIA.2. Continued.

Category Default Statements Notes

«8
00

Operation
Control,
Cont'd.

USE ORIGINAL GRID FOr broadening at end
points

X USE EVEN GRID FOR BRoadening at end points

X

The original auxiliary grid, as used in MULTI, had eight points within a few
resolution widths plus eight points with a few Doppler widths of both EMIN
and EMAX, for use in broadening the cross section or transmission at the
end points. (See Section IV.B.1.) The even grid uses data points outside
[EMINJBMAX] or, if your DATa file contains no such points, energy points
chosen at the same relative spacing as in your file.

EXPONENTIAL FOLDING width is energy-
dependent

See Section IV.A.2.b, Eq. (IVA2b.6).

DO NOT SHIFT ENERGY for exponential tail on
resolution broadening

SHIFT ENERGY FOR EXPonential tail on
resolution broadening

See Section IV.A.2.c; the energy shift LES is assumed zero here.

See Section IV.A.2.c; the energy shift AES is chosen to give a maximum of
the integrand at the resonance energy.

GENERATE PARTIAL DERivatives only SAMMY will assume all resonance parameters, and only resonance
parameters, are to be varied; that Bayes' equations are not to be solved; and
that the partial derivatives of the theory with respect to those parameters is to
be output in file SAMMY.PDS.

X DO NOT AVERAGE OVER ENERGY RANGES

AVERAGE OVER ENERGY RANGES Do not do a SAMMY calculation, but produce energy-averaged
experimental data and theoretical values, using output parameters from an
earlier SAMMY analysis. See Section V.C for details.

MAXWELLIAN AVERAGED capture cross
sections are wanted; or

STELLAR AVERAGED Capture cross sections are
wanted

Generate stellar averaged capture cross section; see Section V.F.
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Table VIA.2. Continued

Category Default Statements Notes

Operation
Control,
Cont'd.

X DO NOT USES-WAVE CUtoff

USE S-WAVE CUTOFF
Non-j-wave resonances far away from the data being analyzed are omitted in
parts of the calculation of the R-matrix. The definition of "far away" used in
setting the partial derivatives to zero is

where d and r are Doppler and resolution widths, respectively. The definition of
"far away" for the contribution to the imaginary part of R is 100 times that for
the derivatives; contributions to the real part of R are always included.

For s-wave resonances, the user may choose whether to use a similar cutoff. If a
cutoff is desired, its value is twice that for non s-wave resonance.

Caution: Though SAMMY will run faster with the cutoff option invoked,
results may not be as accurate.

X DO NOT PERFORM SUMMAry
analysis

PERFORM SUMMARY ANALysis
Evaluate and print the summed strength function and the corresponding
covariance matrix. Note: SAMMY stops upon completion of this task.

X
USE ENDF VALUES For constants
USE PRECISE VALUES of constants

Certain constants, such as the neutron mass, may be set at the ENDF value
(1.008665 amu) or at a more precise value (1.008664904).

USE POLAR COORDINATES for
fission widths

When there are two channels for fission, the pair may be treated as a vector. In
this case the two independent variables are the magnitude of the vector and the
polar angle, rather than the two widths.



Table VIA.2. Continued
B Category Default Statements Notes

Operation X LET SAMMY CHOOSE WHIch inversion scheme to use
Control, USE (N+V) INVERSION scheme
Confd. USE (I+Q) INVERSION scheme

X DO NOT USE METHOD OF steepest descent
USE METHOD OF STEEPEst descent

ORIGINAL REICH-MOORE formalism is wanted
CRO > (equivalent)

Original method; Section II.B. 1 .a.
See SectionILB.l.b.

This is ordinary least-squares, and
is not recommended.

See Section III.A.

4^

MLBW FORMALISM IS WAnted
MLBW \ (equivalent)
MULTILEVEL BREIT-WIGner formalism is wanted J

SLBW FORMALISM IS WAnted |
SLBW \ (equivalent)
SINGLE LEVEL BREIT-WIgner formalism is wanted J

See Section III.C.

See Section III.C.

I
to
o

X REICH-MOORE FORMALISm is wanted
XCT
MORE ACCURATE REICH-moore formalism is wanted

X

(equivalent)

OMIT FINITE SIZE CORrections
INCIDENT NEUTRON ATTenuation is included
APPROXIMATE SCATTEREd neutron attenuation is wanted
SCATTERED NEUTRON ATtenuation is included

USE LABORATORY CROSs sections
USE CENTER-OF-MASS cross sections

DO NOT INCLUDE SELF-shielding or multiple-scattering corrections
SELF-SHIELDING AND Multiple-scattering corrections are included
INCLUDE SELF-SHIELDIng but not multiple-scattering
NO FINITE-SIZE CORREctions to multiple-scattering are wanted
FILE WITH EDGE EFFECts already exists

See Section III.D.

See Section III.E for differential
elastic scattering

for differential elastic scattering;
see Section III.E.

See Section III.F for corrections to
capture yield
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S
Category Def. Statements Notes

ODF File X DO NOT GENERATE ODF The output ODF file is described M y elsewhere (Table VIIC.l). To complete all sections of this
control file automatically file requires (1) initialization; (2) running SAMMY without solving Bayes1 equations to obtain

theoretical values determined by the input parameters; (3) solving Bayes1 equations to obtain
updated parameter values; and (4) obtaining theoretical values determined by the updated
parameters. That is, the ODF file requires an initialization plus three complete passes through
SAMMY. The option to GENERATE ODF (or PLOT) FILE Automatically does all this busy-
work for you. If you don't care to make any plots, by all means don't bother with this!

Note to users who do not have ODF plotting package: SAMMY is now able to produce a binary
file containing the information that would normally be included in the ODF file. It is strongly
recommended that users without the ODF option extract the information from this binary file
rather than from the LPT file. A FORTRAN file cbin.f is available as a guide for reading the
binary file (whose name is also SAMMY.ODF); comment cards in the FORTRAN file explain
how to link SAMMY to produce the binary rather than the ODF file.

4!k

o

DO NOT GENERATE ODF
file automatically

GENERATE ODF FILE
Automatically; or
GENERATE PLOT FILE
Automatically

ODF FILE IS WANTED--
XXXXXX.XXX, ZEROth
order guess

ODFFILEISWANTED--
XXXXXX.XXX, FINA1 guess

These statements are all ignored if you choose to GENERATE ODF FILE automatically. To use
these options, replace XXXXXX.XXX (columns 21-30) with the name of your ODF file. Be
sure that the file already contains energies and data (Sections 1,2,3, and possibly 6 and 7; see
Table VIIC.l)

PLOT UNBROADENED
Cross sections

Generate file SAMXAC.ODF which contains the auxiliary energy grid in Section 1 and the
unbroadened theoretical values in Section 2.

<§
to
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Table VIA.2. Continued

Category Def. Statements Notes

ODF file
control,
cont'd.

X DO NOT INCLUDE THEORetical
uncertainties in plot file

INCLUDE THEORETICAL uncertainties in
plot file

The covariance matrix element connecting theory point T, with point T} is

where Mto is the covariance matrix element connecting parameter uk with
parameter un. The theoretical uncertainty on theory T, is the square root of
the diagonal element; that is,

The values AT, are reported in Sections 10 and 11 (or 6 & 7) of the ODF file.
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I Category Def. Statements Notes

Requests
for output
that
necessitate
additional
calcula-
tions

X

CHI SQUARED IS NOT Wanted, or
DO NOT PRINT LS CHI squared

DO NOT PRINT BAYES Chi squared
unless it can be easily generated without
additional calculations

X CHI SQUARED IS WANTEd, or
X PRINT LS CHI SQUARED

Remember that in Bayes' (as opposed to least-squares) %2 is an irrelevant quantity and
is therefore not even calculated. If, however, you wish to know its value, you may
request that it be generated. For each energy region,

is calculated, and %2 and %V NDAT (where NDAT is the number of data pionts in that
region) are reported. Note that SAMMY does not report
%V dof (where dof = degrees of freedom = NDAT-NPAR, with NPAR being the
number of parameters), since with Bayes' method dof can be zero or negative.

In addition to %2, the quantity we choose to call the Bayesian %2 m a y also be reported,
where

XB = £ (D,-Tt) (Af+F)-! (Dj-T)

Caveat: Theoretical values T, are generated using the values of the parameters prior to
analysis of this energy region.

to



g> Table VIA.2. Continued
g Category Def. Statements Notes

j> Requests X DO NOT PRINT WEIGHTEd residuals; or Two types of weighted residuals may be printed. The least-squares weighted
for output, DO NOT PRINT LSWEIGhted residuals residual is defined as
cont'd.

PRINT WEIGHTED RESIDuals; or
PRINT LS WEIGHTED Residuals where £> is the experimental data, Fits covariance matrix, and T the

theoretical value evaluated at the initial values of the parameters. The
Bayesian weighted residual is defined as

PRINT BAYES WEIGHTED residuals
X DO NOT PRINT BAYES Weighted residuals Rt = Zu (N+V)'ij (DJ~TJ)

where

T
u is the initial covariance matrix element for parameters u, and u,.

X DO NOT PRINT PHASE shifts in the LPT file
PRINT PHASE SHIFTS For input parameters

I
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Table VIB.l. Format of the PARameter file

Note: All integer formats (e.g., 12, IS) require that the numbers be in the right-most columns.
Similarly, all exponents ofE formats (e.g., 1.544E+05) need to be in right-most columns.

Card Set, how
many cards in

the set

Which card
is this? Col-

umn

Variable
Name Format Meaning (Units) Values Notes

1, as many as
arc needed
(number of
resonances,
plus one)

Any of
them
except the
last.

1-11

12-22

23-33

34-44

45-55

56-57
58-59
60-61
62-63
64-65

ERESor
E*

r Y

rc ,

rc 2

rCJ

isE
ISY

ISC 1

IS C 2

is c 3

El 1.4

El 1.4

El 1.4

El 1.4

El 1.4

12
12
12
12 '
12

Resonance energy EA (eV)

Capture width (milli-eV)

Particle width for channel 1
(milli-eV)

Particle width for channel 2
(milli-eV)

Particle width for channel 3
(milli-eV)

VaryEji?
VaryTy?
VarylV
Varyrc2?
Vary IV?

0=no, l=yes
0=no, l=yes
0=no, l=yes
0=no, l=yes
0=no, l=yes

66-67 IGROUP 12 Quantum numbers for this
resonance are those of group
number IGROUP (see Card
SetlOinTableVIA.1)

68-80 X E13.4

If any particle width T is negative,
SAMMY uses |I7| for the width and
set the associated amplitude y to be
negative. That is, SAMMY uses
y = -a \f\T\ , where a is the
appropriate factor (see Section
m.A.l.b)

If IGROUP is negative or greater
than 50, this resonance will be
omitted from the calculation.

For many cases, this variable is not
used (columns may be left blank).
However, there are three possible
uses for this variable:



Table VIB.l. Continued

i
Card set, mich Variable For-

No. of cards car<* Colum Name mat Meaning (Units) Values Notes

n

l.cont. 1, 68-80 X
cont.

E13.4 Negative

68-80 DCOV El 3.4 Constant on-and-off diagonal Positive
data covariance is to be used
under this resonance

Values of P for additional particle channels are
included on the following line.

The expresseion "ADD CONSTANT TERM To data
covariance" must be included in the INPut file (See
Table VIA.2). DCOV should be <. (Ad)2, where Ad
is the absolute uncertainty on data near this
resonance.

next

68-80

1-11
12-22

45-55
56-57

64-65
66-67
68-80

DELE

rc 4

S:
i'sc8
IGROUP
X

E13.4

El 1.4
El 1.4

El 1.4
12

12
12

prior absolute uncertainty on Ex Positive
(eV)

Width for channel 4 (milli-eV)
Width for channel 5 (milli-e V)

Width for channel 8 (milli-eV)
Flag for c4

Flag for c8
Group number
See Card 1

last (blank)

This value is used only if the phrase "ENERGY
UNCERTAINTIES are at end of line" is included in
Card Set 3 of the INPut file (See Table VIA.2)

This continuation card may be included only if the
previous card has a negative number in columns 68-
80. As many continuation cards as needed may be
included.

2,1 1 1-11 FUDGE El 1.4 Initial uncertainty on varied >0.
parameters is FUDGE times
the parameter value, for Default
parameters whose uncertainty is 0.1.
is not explicitly specified
elsewhere.

For resonance energy EA, the initial uncertainty is set
at Vz times the sum of all widths (including Doppler
and resolution widths). The value of FUDGE will
not affect AEA.

5*
<8



a Table VIB.l. Continued

Card set,
No. of cards

Which Variable
Column Name Format Meaning (Units) Values Notes

6, at least 4 1 first few WHAT A5 alphanumeric indicator of NORMAlization and
what comes next background

Only the first five characters are
required

2,4,
etc

3,5,
etc.

1-10

11-20

21-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61-62
63-64
65-66
67-68
69-70
71-72

1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60

ANORM

BACKA

BACKB

BACKC

BACKD

BACKF

IF(1)
IF(2)
IF(3)
IF(4)
IF(5)
IF(6)

DNORM
DBACKA
DBACKB
DBACKC
DBACKD
DBACKF

F

F

F

F

F

F

12
12
12
12
12
12

F
F
F
F
F
F

normalization
(dimcnsionlcss)

constant background
(dimcnsionlcss if data is
transmission, barns if cross
section)

background linear in time
( v/eFor
bamsxJeV )

background linear in
inverse time (1 l\JeV or
bamsl\feV )

coefficient for exponential
background (dimensionless
or barns)

exponential decay constant

Vary ANORM?
Vary BACKA?
Vary BACKB?
Vary BACKC?
Vary BACKD?
Vary BACKF?

uncertainty on ANORM
uncertainty on BACKA
uncertainty on BACKB
uncertainty on BACKC
uncertainty on BACKD
uncertainty on BACKF

generally -1 .0

-1 or 0 for no
1 for yes

See Section V.E.I for a complete
description of normalization and
background parameters

When the data are angular
distributions, Card 2 contains
normalization and backgrounds for
the first angle, Card 4 for the
second, etc.

A negative value here indicates that
the value of this parameter is
changed from earlier runs; only
those parameters which are not
varied may be changed in this
fashion.

-
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Card set,
No. of cards

6, cont.

card

last

Column

(blank)

Variable
Name Format

Table VIB.l.

Meaning (Units)

Continued

Values Notes

7, at least 3 1 first WHAT A5
few

21

22

alphanumeric indicator RADIUs parameters come next
of what comes next

Only the first five characters are
required

1-10 PAREFF F10.1

11-20 PARTRU F10.1

ICHAN II

IFLEFF 12

radius (F) to be used
for potential scattering

radius (F) to be used
for penetrabilities and
shifts

>0.0

(a) greater than zero

(b) negative

channel flag

(c) 0.0

0 if applies to every channel
1 if applies to certain specified

channels only

flag to indicate whether 0 if not varied
PAREFF is to be > 0 if varied
varied

Use value given

The (absolute value) of the number
given is the ratio of mass of the
sample nucleus to that of a neutron.
SAMMY then calculates PARTRU
using 1.23 (AWRI) + 0.8 which is
the ENDF formula, converted to
FERMI.

SAMMY uses the value of CRFN
from INPut file or from Card Set 4
of PARameter file for PARTRU.



I Table VIB.l. Continued

Card set,
No. cards

Which
card

Col- Variable
umn Name

For-
mat Meaning (Units) Values Notes

7 cont.,
at least 3

2,
cont.

23-24 IFLTRU 12 flag to indicate 0, >0,
howPARTRUis or<0
to be treated

0 if not varied; > 0 if varied independently of PAREFF;
<0 if the two radii are to be treated as identical and 100%
correlated

25-26 IGl
27-28 IG2

12 the number of a
12 spin group using

these radii

As many spin groups as needed are given in columns 25-80
(2 columns per group).

When there are more than 99 spin groups, all I formats in
this card are changed from 12 to 15. A maximum of 10 spin
group numbers can be specified on this card.

When ICHAN=1, specify channel numbers by inserting a
zero after the string of IG's, and follow with the string of
channel numbers.

To specify more than 28 (or 10) spin groups (or spin groups
+ channel numbers), insert a negative number in columns
79-80 of this card. Continue specifying spin groups on
subsequent cards, in 1615 (not 12) format, ending with a
negative number whenever another card follows.

3

4,5,...

last

IG's 1615

(blank")

When more than 28 (or 10) spin group plus channel
numbers are needed in the previous card, insert a negative
number in columns 79-80. Include this card, with gruop
(channel) numbers in 15 (not 12) format.

(Just like card #3)

41



Table VEB.l. Continued

Card set, ww<*
No of oards card

8, 1
at least 3

2"?

last

Column

first
few

1-5

7

11-20

21-30

31-40

(blank)

Variable
Name

WHAT

NAMDTP

IFLDTP

PARDTP

UNCDTP

PTILDE

For
mat

A5

A5

11

F

F

F

Meaning (Units)

alphanumeric indicator of
what comes next

alphanumeric name for
this data reduction
parameter

Vary the value of this
parameter?

Current value of parameter

absolute uncertainty
(standard deviation) for
this parameter

value of parameter used to
generate partial derivatives

Values

DATA reduction
parameters are next

0 if not varied
1 if varied

Notes

Only the first five characters are
required.

See Section V.E.2 for a
discussion of data-reduction
parameters.

If zero, SAMMY assumes
PTILDE = PARDTP.

a
i—i

.fe.
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Card set, Which
No. of cards card

Variable
Column Name Format Meaning (Units) Values Notes

a-.o
9,
at least 6

1 1-5 WHAT A5 alphanumeric indicator of what
comes next

ORRES Oak Ridge Resolution function
(See Section IV.E)

1-5 WHAT A5

7 IFBRST II

descriptor for this card BURST

flag to indicate whether burst width 0 or 1
is to be varied

Burst width is on this card

o
I/I

3,
first
alter-
native

4

11-20
21-30

1-5

7

8
9

10

11-20

21-30

31-40

11-20
21-30
31-40

BURST
DBURST

WHAT

IF0

IFl
IF2

m

WATR0

WATR1

WATR2

DW0
DW1
DW2

F10.1
F10.1

A5

11

11
11

11

F

F

F

F
F
F

value of "square" burst width (ns)
uncertainty on burst width (ns)

descriptor for this card

flag to indicate whether WATR0 is
to be varied

flag if WATR1 is varied
flag ifWATR2 is varied

defines degree of freedom for chi-
square distribution

constant term A,, in expression for
mean free path length A for the water
moderator (mm)

linear coefficient A, in expression
for A (mm)

quadratic coefficient Aj in expression
for A (mm)

uncertainty on WATR0
uncertainty on WATR1
uncertainty on WATR2

WATER

Oorl

Oorl
Oorl

4 or 5

Information about the water
moderator is on this card

default = 4

default = 3.614

default = -0.089

default = 0.037
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Whioh Variable
car(* Column Name Format Meaning (units) Values Notes

3, 1-5 WHAT A5 descriptor for these cards TANTA Tantalum target is used instead of
second water moderator; see Section
alterna- 7 IFTANT II flag IV.E for precise meaning of

tive variables
11-20 TANTA F10.1 e' (I/mm)

21-30 DTANTA F l O . l u n c ^ a b ^ o n ^ s ^ a r a m e t e r

4 7 IFX1 II flag Omit this card if water moderator
8 IFX2 II flag is used.
9 IFX3 II flag

10 IFXO II flag

11-20 XI F10.1 x',(mm)
21-30 X2 F10.1 x'2(mm)
31-40 X3 F10.1 x'3(mm)
41-50 X 0 F 1 0 . 1 . ^ . . ( m m )

5 11-20 DX1 F10.1 uncertainty on x\ (mm) Omit this card if water moderator
21-30 DX2 F10.1 uncertainty on x'2 (mm) . is used
31-40 DX3 F10.1 uncertainty on x'j (mm)
41-50 DXO FlO-1 H?5.rt?j|n.ty..f?n.̂ ft.(nim).

6 7 IFWWW II flag for P' Omit this card if water moderator
8 IFALPHA II flag for a' is used.

11-20 WWW F10.1 P'(l/mm)
21-30 ALPHA FlO.l a/(djmensipnless^

7 11-20 DWWW FlO.l uncertainty on P' (I/mm) Omit this card if water moderator
21-30 DALPHA FlO.l uncertainty on a' (dimensionless) is used.

Card Set,
No. of onrds

9 cont.,
at least
six

I



I Table VTB.l. Continued

Card Set,
No. of cards

Which
card

Col- Variable
umn Name

For
mat Meaning (units) Values Notes

9 cont., at
least 6

8,
first

altern-
ative

1-5

7
8
9

11-20
21-30
31-40

WH

IFD
IFF
IFG

D
F
G

A5 descriptor for these cards

II
II
II

flag for d
flag for/
flag for g

F10.1 rf(nsec)
F10.1 /(1/nsec)
F10.1 g (dimensionless)

LITHI Lithium-glass detector is used.

11-20 DD
21-30 DF
31-40 DG

F10.1 uncertainty on d (nsec)
F10.1 uncertainty on / ( 1 /nsec)
F10.1 uncertainty on g (dimensionless)

This card is used only for
Lithium-glass detector.

8,
second
alter-
native

1-5 WHAT
7 IFDEL

8-10 NMDETS

11-20 DELTA
21-30 DDELTA
31-40 DENSTY

A5 descriptor for these cards
II flag for 6

13 number of cross-section values and energies to
be included (i.e., number of card #9's to be read)

F10.1 6 (mm)
F10.1 uncertainty on 8 (mm)
FlO.l A.(number_of•.mplTOules<pertmm:bofideteotor)i>i<i

NE110 NE110 detector is used.
Oorl

If zero, default values are
used; default material is

default is 0.0047

9,... 11-20 ENDETS(i) FlO.l maximum energy for this value of SIGDTS (eV)
21-30 SIGDTS(i) FlO.l total cross section for detector material (barns)

These cards occur only with
NE110 detector, if
NMDETS>0.

Repeat this card a total of
NMDETS times.
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Card Set,
Number
of cards

9 cont.,
at least 6

Which
card

10-11..

Colum
n

1-5

7

11-20

21-30
31-40

Variable
Name

WHAT

IFCHNN

ECRNCH(i)

CHANN(i)
DCHANN(i)

Format

A5

11

FlO.l

FlO.l
FlO.l

Meaning (Units)

descriptor for these cards

flag

maximum energy for this channel
width (eV)

channel width c (nsec)
uncertainty on channel width
(nsec)

Values Notes

CHANN

(This card is repeated as many times as needed.)

12 (blank)

Channel widths and crunch
boundaries are given here

10, at
least 3

1 1-5 WHAT A5 alphanumeric indicator of what
comes next

ISOTOpic
abundances and
masses

1-10 AMUISO(l) FlO.l
11-20 PARISO(l) FlO.l

21-30 DELISO(l) FlO.l

atomic mass (amu)
fractional abundance for this
isotope (dimensionless)

uncertainty on abundance
(dimensionless)

>—*
OO
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Card Set, Which Variable
Number c a r d Column Name

For-mat
Meaning (Units) Values Notes

i

10 cont.,
at least 3

11, at
least
three

2,
cont.

3, etc.

last

1

2

32

33-34

35-36

etc.

IFLISO(l)

IGRISO(l.l)

IGRISO(2,1)

11

12

12

flag whether to vary the abundance for
this isotope

number of the first spin group
belonging to this isotope

number of second spin group (as many
as needed)

repeat card 2 for second (third, etc.) isotope

(blank)

1-5

1-5

7

9

11-20

21-30

WHAT

WHAT

IFLAG1

IFLAGO

DELL11

Dl

AS

A5

11

11

F10.1

F10.1

alphanumeric indicator of what comes
next

descriptor for this card

flag to indicate whether parameter Az,,
is to be varied

flag to indicate whether parameter AL0

is to be varied

coefficient of E in formula
AT. = E AL, + AL0 (m/eV)

uncertainty on Az. (m/eV)

1 =vary
0 = do not vary
-2 = use value of
isotopic abundance as
specified in INPut file

MISCEllaneous
parameters follow

DELTA

Oorl

Oorl

If more than 24 spin
groups are needed, insert
"-1" in Columns 79-80,
and continue on the next
line with (1615) format.
When there are more than
99 spin groups altogether,
all I formats on this card
are changed from 12 to 15.

Ai, = E AL, + A£.o is used

instead of DELTAL from
CardSet4ofthisfile,or
instead of DELTAL from
Card Set 5 of the INPut
file.



I

Card Set,
Number

11
cont., at
least 3

Wliioh

card

2,
cont.

Column

31-40

41-50

Variable
Name

DELL00

DO

For-
mat

FlO.l

FlO.l

Table VIB.l. Continued

Meaning (Units)

constant term AL0 (m)

uncertainty on AL0 (m)

Values Notes

This card may be omitted if not needed

1-5 WHAT

7 IFLAGN

11-20 NU

21-30 dNU

A5 descriptor for this card

11 flag to indicate whether parameter NU is
to be varied

FlO.l normalization coefficient
NU (dimensionless) as in
ETA = NU x (fission/absorption)

F10.1 uncertainty on NU (dimensionless)

ETA

Oorl

When the type of cross section is ETA
(see Card Set 8 of the INput file),
v is given by NU.

This card may be omitted if not needed.

1-5 WHAT

7 IFLAGI

A5

II

9 IFLAGO II

11-20 ATTENI FlO.l
21-30 DTTENI FlO.l

31-40 ATTENO FlO.l

descriptor for this card

flag to indicate whether parameter
ATTENI is to be varied

flag to indicate whether parameter
ATTENO is to be varied

incident-neutron attenuation (atoms/barn)
uncertainty on ATTENI (atomsftarn)

scattered-neutron attenuation
(atoms/barn)

FINIT

Oorl

Oorl

Finite-size corrections for differential
elastic cross sections

41-50 DTTENO FlO.l uncertainty on ATTENO (atoms/barn)

See Section III.E.

This card may be omitted if not needed.
This card may be repeated, once for
each angle. If the card occurs only
once, the same attenuations are used for
each angle.
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8
1
tx)

1

Card Set,
Number

11 cont.,
at least 3

Which

card

5

6

Last

Column

1-5
6-7

11-20

21-30

1-5
7
9

11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50

(blank)

Variable
Name

WHAT
IG
GAMGAM

DGAM

WHAT
IFTZER
IFLZER
TZERO
DTZERO
ELZERO
DLZERO

For-
mat

A5
12
F

F

A5
11
11
F10.1
F10.1
F10.1
F10.1

Meaning (Units)

spin group number
reduced radiation width for all resonances
in spin group IG

uncertainty on GAMGAM

Flag whether to vary / „
Flag whether to vary L 0

fo(Hsec)
uncertainty on / 0 (fisec)
L 0 (dimensionless)
uncertainty on L 0 (dimensionless)

Values

GAMMA

TZERO
Oorl
Oorl
0.0

1.0

Notes

Use the same radiation width for
all resonances in this spin group.
Fy is assumed to be varied.

This card may be omitted if not
needed.

See Section III.A.2.C for
description

last (first
alterna-
tive), at
least 2

1 first WHAT
few

A5 alphanumeric indicator of what comes next EXPLIcit
uncertainties
and correlations
follow

First five characters must be
present; the rest are optional

1-5 NN
6-10 MM

11-15 KK
16-20 LL
21-30 VV

15
15
15
15
F

See footnotes at the end of this table.

3,4,eto Repeat card 2 as many times as you want.

I
to

last (blank) This card may be omitted.



I Table VXB.l. Continued

Card Set,
Number

Which
card

Col-
umn

Variable
Name Format Meaning (Units) Values Notes

last; (second
alternative),
at least 2

1 first WHAT A5 Alphanumeric indicator of what RELATive uncertainties follow
few comes next

3,4,etc

last

1-11 RUNCS(l.l) El 1.4

12-22 RUNCS(2,1) El 1.4

23-33
34-44
45-55
56-66

RUNCS(3,1)
RUNCS(4,1)
RUNCS(5,1)
RUNCS(6,1)

El 1.4
El 1.4
El 1.4
El 1.4

67-68 JUNCS(1,1) 12

69-70 JUNCS(2,1) 12
71-72 JUNCS(3,1) 12
73-74 JUNCS(4,1) 12
75-76 JUNCS(S.l) 12

Resonance energy, exactly as it
appears in card set 1 above.

Relative uncertainty on resonance s 0
energy

Relative uncertainty on FY

Relative uncertainty on rol

Relative uncertainly on Fc2

Relative uncertainty on rc3

Flag specifying whether to use
this uncertainty for ERES

Flag to use this uncertainty for FY

Flag to use this uncertainty for r c l

Flag to use this uncertainty for rc2

Flag to use this uncertainty for F^

2 0

= 1 [use relative uncertainty given
byRUNCS(2,l)]

= 0 [use either the uncertainty
given at the end of the line,
or use the default]

1 or 0 [use RUNCS(3,1) or default]
1 or 0 [use RUNCS(4,1) or default]
1 or 0 [use RUNCS(5,1) or default]
1 or 0 [use RUNCS(6,1) or default]

Repeat card 2 as needed

(blank)



CO

s
fad

Card set,
Number

last (third
alterna-
tive), 1

Which
card

1

Column

first few

Variable
Name

WHAT

Table VIB.l. Continued

Format Meaning (Units)

A5 Alphanumeric
message

Values

COVARiance matrix is
in binary form in another
file. (See Table VIIB.l).

Notes

The output parameter file
makes use of this alternative.

O

Footnotes

For EXPLIcit input of parameter uncertainties, as in the first alternative to the last card set, values for variables NN, MM, KK, LL,
and VV are described here. Note that you will not include explicit uncertainties for every parameter, but only those for which you don't like
the default value. Also note that uncertainties associated with the data reduction parameters (Card Set 8), with parameters of the realistic
resolution function (Card Set 9), or with the isotopic abundances (Card Set 10) are input along with values for those parameters, and therefore
need not be included here.

(a) To explicitly input the initial (or prior) uncertainty on resonance parameters, find the number of the resonance (i.e., count lines in
Card Set 1 in this file). That number is "NN" and goes in columns 1-5, right-adjusted. The value of MM for columns 6-10 is 1 if the parameter
of interest is EA, 2 if Fy, 3 if F.,, 4 if F2 , , etc. KK and LL are zero. VV then represents the absolute value of the uncertainty for this
parameter, in the same units as the parameter itself.

(b) To explicitly input the prior uncertainty on R-external parameters, set NN = (100 plus IGROUP), where IGROUP is the group
number. Let MM = 1 for £*"", 2 for JB£% 3 for RailA, 4 for /?,,„„, 5 for w , 6 for *,,„„, and 7 for Rqa, all for channel 1. If using "Card Set 3" to
input R-external for channel 2, use MM = 6,7,8,9,10, and for channel 3 use MM = 11,12,13,14,15. If using "Alternative to Card Set 3," use
MM = 8,9,10,11,12,13,14, and for channel 3 use 15 through 21. The absolute value of the uncertainty on that parameter is then given by W .

(c) To explicitly input the prior uncertainty on broadening (etc.) parameters, set NN = 2000 + », where « = 1 for radius, 2 for effective
temperature, 3 for sample thickness, etc. (See Card Set 4. MM is irrelevant here.) The absolute certainty on that parameter is VV.

(d) To explicitly input the prior uncertainty on normalization or background parameters (see Card Set 6), set NN = 3000 + n, where
n = 1 for ANORM, n = 2 for BACKA, etc. VV is the absolute uncertainty on that parameter.



GO

s
(e) To explicitly input the prior uncertainty on the radii (see Card Set 7), set NN = 4000 + n, where n is the radius pair number (i.e.,

the "card number," minus one, in Card Set 7). Also set MM = 1 for potential scattering radius, MM = 2 for the channel radius, or MM = 1 if
the two radii are treated as identical. VV is the absolute uncertainly on the radius. [Note the W does not refer to AWRI.]

(f) To explicitly input correlations between the uncertainties on two parameters, let NN and MM indicate the first parameter, as in
(a) through (e) above. The second parameter is indicated by KK and LL (analogous to NN and MM, respectively). The correlation coefficient
is then given by W . Note that -1 <; VV <; + 1.

to

I



VI.C.1 Experimental Data

The original format for the DATa file is shown in Table VIC 1.1; this version is borrowed
directly from MULTI[GA74]. Three data points, including energy, experimental value for cross section
(or transmission, eta, etc.), and relative uncertainty appear on each line. (For the IBM version of
SAMMY, the energy, cross section, and relative uncertainly for only one data point appear on each line.)
Energies may be ordered from high to low or low to high, but the ordering must be monotonic. The data
file may contain points which are not within the range [EMIN,EMAXj specified for this run; such points
will be ignored (or, possibly, used for determining the auxiliary grid. See Sect. IV.B. 1).

A second ASCII format permits one data point per line, in (3 Gl 1.8) format, with uncertainties
being absolute [rather than relative as in the "original" format]. To use this option, the phrase "USE
CSISRS FORMAT FOr data" or an equivalent must appear in Card Set 3 of the INPut file (See Table
VIA.2).

For ORELA users, there are several possible methods of supplying data in ORELA Data Format
(ODF): For the first, you must specify "DATA IS IN ODF FILE" in Card Set 3 of the INPut file (See
Tables VIA. 1 and 2). In this ODF data file, Section 1 contains the energy, 2 the data, and 3 the absolute
uncertainty. Use of this alternative is discouraged, since SAMMY handles it awkwardly, copying to a
temporary file in the usual DATa file format of Table VIC1.1.

The second ODF format is the "standard ODF format," for which you must specify "DATA IS
IN STANDARD ODF FORMAT" in your input file. In this ODF file, the energies (ordered high to low)
are stored in Section 1, data in Section 2, and absolute uncertainties in Section 3. hi Sections 4,5, etc.
of the same ODF file are stored the partial derivatives of the data with respect to the data reduction
parameters. (See Sect. V.E.2 of this report for a discussion of data reduction parameters.) Note that
Section 4 of the ODF file must correspond to data-reduction parameter number 1, Section 5 to parameter
number 2, etc. As with all varied parameters, initial values are given in the PARameter file (Card Set
8 of Table VIB. 1). Other methods of input for the data-reduction parameters will be developed as the
need arises; interested persons should contact the author for assistance.

Two options are available for specifying differential elastic scattering data. The first is via an
ODF file. Section 1 of this file contains the energy, Section 2 the measured cross sections for the first
angle, Section 3 the absolute uncertainties on the cross sections in Section 2, Sections 4 and 5 the cross
sections and uncertainties for the second angle,... In general, Section 2n contains data for the n* angle,
Section 2n+l the uncertainties. Angles are specified in the INPut file, Card Set 8 (see Table VIA. 1).

The second option for differential elastic data is via an ASCII file, all in (8F10.1) format, with
at least two cards per energy. The first card contains the energy in the first ten columns, cross section
at first angle in columns 11-20, cross section at second angle in columns 21-30, etc.; this card may
extend onto additional cards as needed. The second card (or set of cards) is blank in columns 1-10,
contains the (absolute) uncertainty in the cross section at the first angle in columns 11-20, uncertainty
for the second angle in columns 11-20, etc. These two (sets of) cards are repeated once for each energy.
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Table VIC1.1 Format of the DATa file

Card Column Variable Format Meaning (Units)

l,2,ete. 1-15 ENERGY! E15.8

16-30 DATA1 E15.8

31-37 FRACTj F7.5

38-52 ENERGY2 E15.8

53-67 DATA2 E15.8

68-74 FRACT2 F7.5

75-89 ENERGY3 E15.8

90-104 DATA3 E15.8

105-111 FRACT3 F7.5

energy (eV)

experimental cross section
(barns) or transmission

fractional uncertainty in DATAj

NOTE: This is the original version of the DATa file. The second ASCII format
(CSISRS format) may be more convenient for many users; this file contains one
data point per line, in (3G11.8) format. If using this format, be sure to include
the phrase "USE CSISRS FORMAT FO" in the INPut file.
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Table VID.4 Teletype or Batch input for SAMMY when "AVERAGE OVER ENERGY
ranges" is specified in the INPut file.

SAMMY Prompt User Response

1

2

3

5.

6.

What is the name of the
input file?

What is the name of the
parameter file?

INPut file name plus extension, e.g. AAAAAA.INP*

PARameter file name, e.g. AAAAAA.PAR*

What is the first data file DATa file name, e.g. AAAAAA.DAT*, followed by
name? EMIN? EMAX? the minimum and maximum energies (in EV) for this

step in F format, separated by commas or spaces.
Note that the decimal point must be typed, or the
computer may misinterpret your input. EMIN and
EMAX need not be repeated here if they are correct
in the INPut file, Card Set 2, Table VIA. 1.

What is the name of the
covariance file?

What is the name of the
AVGfile?

Repeat Step 5 as needed,
ending with a blank line.

Binary file from a previous SAMMY run, e.g.
AAAAAA.COV*, which stores the parameter
covariance matrix. See Table VHB. 1.

AVG file name, e.g. AAAAAA.AVG*. See Section
VIE.

* File names may be chosen for convenience; extensions need not be INP, PAR, DAT,
COV,andAVG.
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Table VID.5 Teletype or Batch input for SAMMY when "MAXWELLIAN
AVERAGED capture cross sections" is specified in the INPut file.

SAMMY Prompt User Response

2

3

What is name of input file? INPut file name plus extension, e.g.
AAAAAA.INP*

What is name of parameter file? PARameter file name, e.g. AAAAAA.PAR*

What is first data file name?
EMIN? EMAX?

What is name of Maxwellian
average file?

What is name of endffb file 3?
(Note that this question is asked
only if "ADD CROSS
SECTIONS From endffb file 3"
is included in the INPut file.

(blank line)

DATa file name, e.g. AAAAAADAT*,
followed by the minimum and maximum
energies (in EV) for which resonance
parameters are used to describe the capture
cross section.

File name for MXW file, e.g.
AAAAAA.WXW*, which holds the
temperatures at which the Maxwellian
average will be calculated.

Name of the file (in ENDF/B format), e.g.
AAAAAA.FL3, which contains the capture
cross section for the unresolved resonance
region (i.e. at energies above EMAX).

* File names may be chosen for convenience; extensions need not be INP, PAR, DAT,
MXW,andFL3.
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VI.G USING ENDF/B FILE 2 AS INPUT TO SAMMY

Instead of generating a SAMMY-type PARameter file and an entire SAMMY-type INPut file,
a user may retrieve resonance parameters (File 2) from ENDF [ENDF] and use that file directly as input
to SAMMY. The first portion of a SAMMY-Iype INPut is still required; this file contains Card Sets 1-8
but not 9 or 10 (see Table VIA. 1). Included in Card Set 3 of the INPut file must be the line

INPUT IS ENDF/B FILE

The name of the ENDF/B File 2 file is included in the input stream where the name of the PARameter
file is called for.

Output from a run using an ENDF file for input includes two additional files not usually found
in SAMMY output The first is SAMNDF.INP which is a SAMMY-type INPut file containing the spin
group information in Card Sets 9 and 10. The second is a SAMMY-type PARameter file containing the
resonance parameter information from the ENDF file, translated into SAMMY formats. These two files
can then be used for subsequent SAMMY runs if desired.
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VLH FORMAT OF THE MXW FILE

La order to generate stellar (Maxwellian) averages of capture cross sections (see Section V.F),
two pieces of input are needed. In Card Set 3 the line

MAXWELLIAN AVERAGED capture cross sections are wanted
or

STELLAR AVERAGED CAPture cross sections are wanted

must be included. It is also necessary to specify the temperatures at which the stellar averages are to be
calculated; these are given in a "MXW" file whose name is specified immediately following the name
of the DATa file in the input stream. The format of the MXW file is one temperature (given in units of
eV) per line, in F10.1 format.
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VII. OUTPUT FROM SAMMY

The output from SAMMY is presented in two or more files, depending on the control parameters
set in the INPut file (Card Set 3 of Table VIA. 1). Table VH. 1 summarizes those output files. In the
table, unit numbers correspond to those used within the FORTRAN of SAMMY; these are included for
the benefit of SAMMY "managers" who may occasional need such information. (Most users will have
no such need.)

Table VII.1 SAMMY output files

File name and unit
number

Contents Where details
may be found

BATCH.LOG What appears on the screen in the interactive mode; system
6 information

SAMMY.LPT Descriptive output, to be sent to the line printer for careful Section VILA

21 examination by the analyst

SAMMY.IO Initial and final values of varied parameters

SAMMY.PAR PARameter output file, in same format as the initial PARameter Table VB.l
32 file, containing updated values of the varied parameters. Section VLB
SAMMY.COV Updated COVariance matrix for the updated parameters, in binary Table VHB.l
64 form. Updated parameter values, and other information, is also Section VII.B

included here.

SAMMY.ODF This is the plot file in ORELA Data Format (ODF), from which Table VIIC.l
72 plots can be produced using the utility program FORODF. On Section VQ.C

some systems, this is a binary file containing the same
information.

SAMMY.NDF An ASCII file containing the resonance parameters in the format Section VLF
75 required for File 2 of the Evaluated Nuclear Data Files (ENDF/B-

VI)

SAMMY.PDS Partial derivatives of the theoretical values with respect to every Section VBD
71 resonance parameter

SAMNDF.INP SAMMY-type INPut file produced when an ENDF/B File 2 is Section VI.G
used for resonance parameter input

SAMNDF.PAR SAMMY-type PARameter file produced when an ENDF/B File 2 Section VI.G
is used for resonance parameter input

SAMXAC.ODF A binary file in ODF format, containing the auxiliary grid in Section V.G
Section 1 and the unbroadened cross section in Section 2

SAMMY.SSM A binary file containing edge-effects corrections (the function Q) Section ELF
to single-scattering correction for capture cross sections
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. AUXILIARY PROGRAMS

There are a number of "auxiliary" programs, not an integral part of SAMMY itself, but which are
designed to be used in conjunction with SAMMY. These programs manipulate SAMMY PARameter
and/or COVariance files, provide estimates of storage requirements for SAMMY runs, and aid in
interpreting or illustrating SAMMY input or output.

In Section VELA the program SAMAMR is described; this program is used to rearrange PARameter
and COVariance files to facilitate analyses of disparate data sets with the same resonance parameter set.
(Note that SAMAMR replaces the two codes S AMADD and SAMMK described in earlier versions of
this report.)

The program SAMEST is described in Section VIII.B; SAMEST will estimate the storage
requirements for SAMMY, based on information provided interactively by the user; this information
includes such items as the number of resonances, how many parameters are varied, and how many data
points are to be included.

Program SAMORT is used for plotting the components of the Oak Ridge resolution function; see
Section Vffl.C.

The program SAMCNV, described in Section VHI.D, was designed to read a SAMMY binary
COVariance file and produce an ASCII file containing the complete covariance matrix for all resonance
parameters.

The program SAMSTA, described in Sect. VEDLE, is used to create a file from which "staircase
plots" of the resonance from a SAMMY PARameter file can be generated.

Program LEVDEN is described in a separate manual [NLxx, not yet completed]. LEVDEN is used
to fit the level-density formula of Gilbert and Cameron to the number of levels (as given in a SAMMY
PARameter file) in a specified energy region.

Program SAMDIST is used for calculating statistical distributions for R-Matrix resonance
parameters; see Ref. [LL95]. Level spacing distributions are calculated according to the Wigner
distribution law, distributions for widths are calculated via x2 distributions, and long-range correlations
of the energies are tested via the A3 statistic of Mehta-Dyson.
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VIILA PROGRAM SAMAMR

Often two distinct experimental setups are used to measure the same cross section, or two types of cross
section (e.g., total and fission) have been measured for the same nucleus, and the analyst wishes to do a
"simultaneous" analysis of both data sets. If none of the broadening parameters are to be varied during the analysis,
and if no data-reduction parameters are included, this will pose no undue difficulty; the analyst simply changes the
values of the thickness and/or of the broadening parameters in the INPut file to correspond to the data currently
being analyzed. However, when any of the broadening parameters are varied, and/or when normalization or
background are included in the analysis, the PARameter and CO Variance files must also correspond to the current
data set The code SAMAMR performs the appropriate modifications to the PARameter and CO Variance files.

For example, data may come from two or more samples of different thicknesses and at different temperatures.
The initial PARameter file is set up to include thickness and temperature appropriate for the first sample; thickness
and temperature for the other samples are simply omitted. After the analysis of the first data set, code SAMAMR
is used to incorporate the second thickness (as yet uncorrelated to any other parameters) and to "mothball" the
correlated but now-to-be-unused first thickness; a second run of SAMAMR introduces the new temperature
parameter and mothballs the old. The resulting PARameter file can then be used as input for the SAMMY analysis
of the second data set If, for a subsequent SAMMY run, one of the "UNUSED" parameters must be resurrected,
SAMAMR will interchange the current BROADening parameter with the appropriate UNUSED parameter.

To illustrate, suppose three data sets are available, taken from three samples at two different temperatures:

Data Set 1: Sample 1 (thickness «„ Temperature Tx)
Data Set 2: Sample 2 (thickness n2, Temperature T£
Data Set 3: Sample 3 (thickness n3, Temperature 71,)

The sequence of commands required to properly analyze this data is shown in Table VIIIA.1. The input
PARameter file (TR7AAAPAR) is listed in Table VIIIA2. Output PARameter files are listed in Tables VIIIA3
through VHIA12. (Data and analysis are courtesy of F. G. Perey [FP84].) Note that values (and covariances) of
the unused parameters are updated in each SAMMY run, even though the data have no direct effect on those
parameters. Rather, the effect is indirect, via the covariance matrix. Note also that values are never changed in
a SAMAMR run. Complete listings of all INPut, PARameter, DATA, and LPT files for this example are given
in terst case TR7, which is available along with the SAMMY FORTRAN from the Radiation Shielding Information
Center [RSIC].

SAMAMR was designed to be run interactively (though it can be run in batch once the user is sufficiently
familiar with the input). The code will prompt the user with questions about the type of operation to be performed,
the parameters involved, and values for any new parameters.

Type of operation. The first question asked by SAMAMR is "Do you want to Add, Mix, Remove, reCover,
or Introduce variables?"; the user will type the capitalized letter for the appropriate operation.

The operations Add and Mix correspond respectively to the operations performed by the old codes SAMADD
and SAMMDC Add refers to the removal of one parameter to the unused list, and the introduction of another
parameter (of the same kind) into the active list The user is asked to specify the particular parameter (from a list
provided), give the variable number for that parameter if it was varied in the run which produced this covariance
file, and give the value and uncertainty to be used for the new parameter. Mix refers to the interchange of one
unused parameter with the corresponding parameter in the active variable set The user must provide the location
(variable number) within the unused parameter set

The operations Remove, reCover, and Introduce are used to reorganize the attenuation or normalization-and-
background parameters when the analysis involves both angle-differential data (such as the elastic angular
distribution scattering data) and other data which is integrated over angle (such as transmission). The operation
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Remove moves normaiization-and-background parameters for all angles, or attenuation parameters for all angles,
from the active variable set to the unused variable set The operation reCover performs the inverse, moving
parameters from the unused to the active set Introduce allows the introduction of new parameter values and
uncertainties when switching from analysis of angle-integrated data to analysis of angular distribution data.

Type of parameter The types of parameters to be treated by SAMAMR. are different depending on the
operation to be performed.

For both Add and M K , only one parameter is treated at a time; the example shown in Table VTQA. 1 therefore
requires two runs of SAMAMR between each run of SAMMY. The parameters which can be treated are taken
from the following list, in which is also given the Card Set and Card number from the PARameter file (see Table
VB.1):

TEMP, THICK, DEL-L, DEL-G, DEL-E (Card Set 4, Card 3)

NORML, BACKA, BACKB, BACKC, BACKD, BACKF (Card Set 6, Card 2)

BURST (Card Set 9, Card 2)
WATRO, WATR1, WATR2 (Card Set 9, Card 3)
TANTA (Card Set 9, Card 3)
Xl,X2,X3,X0 (Card Set 9, Card 4)
WWW, ALPHA (Card Set 9, Card 6)
D,F,G (Card Set 9, Card 8)
DELTA (Card Set 9, Card 8)
CHANN (Card Set 9, Card 10)

DELL1,DELLO (Card Set 11, Card 2)
NU (Card Set 11, Card 3)
ATTENL ATTENO (Card Set 11, Card 4)
GAMMA, GAMM1, GAMM2,... GAM15 (Card Set 11, Card 5)

For the operations Remove, reCover, and Introduce, only the parameters ATTEN and ALLNB may be
specified. When ATTEN is specified, all attenuation parameters (both incident and outgoing, from Card Set 11,
Card 4 of the parameter file) are involved. When ALLNB is specified, all normalization and background
parameters are involved (see Card Set 6, Card 2). Again, only one type can be be treated during one run of
SAMAMR.

An additional restriction for operations Remove, reCover, and Introduce stems from the connection between
the attenuation parameters and the number of angles: SAMAMR assumes that removal of attenuation parameters
implies changing from angular-distribution data to angle-integrated data, and that recovery or introduction of
attenuation parameters implies the reverse change. Therefore removal of attenuation parameters must be
accomplished after removal of normalization and background parameters, and recovery or introduction of
attenuation parameters must be accomplished prior to recovery or introduction of normalization and background
parameters.
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Table VHIA.1 Commands to analyze data from three samples of different
thicknesses at two different temperatures

What user would type at the terminal
or in batch file Description of what is being done

runsam «EOF
tr7aaa.inp
tr7aaa.par
tr7one.dat

EOF

# t r 7 b b b analyze first data set using TEMPI & THCKl; note that
"runsam" was (arbitrarily) chosen to be the command that
allows the user to run SAMMY on this machine

mv SAMMY.LPT klbb7.1pt
mv SAMMY.ODF klbb7.odf
mv SAMMY.PAR klbb7.par
mv SAMMY.COV klbb7.cov

rename the output files

samamr «EOF
a
klbb7.par
klbb7.cov
klcc7.par
klcc7.cov
TEMP
TEMPI
181.0
10.0
EOF

# t r 7 c c c mothball TEMPI; insert TEMP2

Note that "samamr" was arbitrarily chosen as the
command to run program SAMAMR on the computer
being used here.

samamr «EOF
a
klcc7.par
klcc7.cov
kldd7.par
kldd7.cov
THICK
THCKl
0.01754
0.0001754
EOF

# tr7ddd mothball THCKl; insert THCK2

runsam «EOF
tr7ddd.inp
kldd7.par
tr7two.dat
kldd7.cov

EOF

# t r 7 e e e analyze second data set with TEMP2 & THCK2; with
UNUSED #1=TEMP1, #2=THCK1

mv SAMMY.LPT k l e e 7 . 1 p t
mv SAMMY.PAR k l e e 7 . p a r
mv SAMMY.ODF k l e e 7 . o d f
mv SAMMY.COV k l e e 7 . c o v
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Table VIIA.1 Continued

What user would type at the terminal or in batch file Description of what is being done

samamr «EOF
m
klee7.par
klee7.cov
klff7.par
klff7.cov
TEMP
TEMP2
1
EOF

# tr7fff interchange so USED=TEMP1,
UNUSED#1=TEMP2

samamr «EOF
a
klff7.par
klff7.cov
klgg7.par
klgg7.cov
THICK
THCK2
0.01319
0.0001319
EOF

# tr7ggg mothball THCK2, insert THCK3

runs am «EOF
tr7ggg.inp
klgg7.par
tr7thr.dat
klgg7.cov

EOF

# t r 7 h h h analyze third data set with TEMPI & THCK3; with
UNUSED #1=TEMP2, #2=THCK1, #3=THCK2

mv SAMMY.LPT k l h h 7 . 1 p t
mv SAMMY.PAR k l h h 7 . p a r
mv SAMMY.ODF k l h h 7 . o d f
mv SAMMY.COV k l h h 7 . c o v

rename files

samamr «EOF
m
klhh7.par
klhh7.cov
klii7.par
klii7.cov
THICK
THCK3
2
EOF

# tr7iii interchange THICK and UNUSED#2 (so will use
TEMPI &THCK1)

runsam «EOF
tr7iii.inp
klii7.par
tr7one.dat
klii7.cov

EOF

# tr7jjj generate cross section for first data set with TEMP 1
& THCK1; with UNUSED #1=TEMP2,
#2=THCK3,#3=THCK2
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Table VIIA.1 Continued

What user would type at the tenninal or in batch file Description of what is being done

mv SAMMY.LPT kljj7.1pt
mv SAMMY.ODF kljj7.odf

rename files

samamr «EOF
m
klii7.par
klii7.cov
klkk7.par
klkk7.cov
TEMP
TEMPI
1
EOF

# tr7kkk interchange TEMP=TEMP1 with
UNUSED#2=TEMP2

samamr «EOF
m
kl/klkk7.par
kl/klkk7.cov
kl/klll7.par
kl/klll7.cov
THICK
THCK1
3
EOF

# t r7111 interchange THICK=THCK1 with
UNUSED#3=THCK2

runs am «EOF
tr7111.inp
kl/klll7.par
tr7two.dat
kl/klll7.cov

EOF

# tr7mmin generate cross section for second data set with
TEMP2 & THCK2; with UNUSED #1=TEMP1,
#2=THCK3,#3=THCK1

copy SAMMY.LPT kl/klmm7.1pt
copy SAMMY.ODF kl/klmm7.odf

rename files
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Table VDLU. The initial PARameter file TR7AAA.PAR for the example of Section VIILA.

-2070.
27650.
1151.07

1450.
1400.
600.

186600.
1480000.
62.

0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.

0
1
1

0
0
1

0
1
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

1
1
2

BROADENING
6.00 329.00

EXPLICIT
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

2 1
2 3
3 1
3 2
3 3

0.2179

0.5
5.0
0.002179
0.005
0.005
0.005
400.
100000.
5.
300.
15.

0.025 0.022 0.022 1 1 1 1 1 1

Table VmA.3. Intermediate PARameter file klbb7.par

-2.0700E+03 1.4500E+03 1.8671E+05
27650.89062 1.4000E+03 1.4797E+06
1151.113159 5.8345E+02 5.9178E+01

0 0 0
1 0 1
1 1 1

1
1
2

BROADENING PARAMETERS FOLLOW
6.003487 328.779 .217913 .024869

COVARIANCE MATRIX IS IN BINARY FORM

. 0 2 1 9 4 4 . 0 2 1 7 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1

Table YIDA.4. Intermediate PARameter file klcc7.par

-2.0700E+03 1.4500E+03 1.8671E+05
27650.89062 1.4000E+03 1.4797E+06
1151.113159 5.8345E+02 5.9178E+01

0 0 0
1 0 1
1 1 1

1
1
2

BROADENING PARAMETERS FOLLOW
6.003487 181.000 .217913 .024869

UNUSED PARAMETERS FOLLOW
TEMPI
328.77924

COVARIANCE MATRIX IS IN BINARY FORM

. 021944 . 0 2 1 7 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1
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Table VIIA.5. Intermediate PARameter file kldd7.par

-2.0700E+03 1.4500E+03 1.8671E+05 0 0 0 1
27650.89062 1.4000E+03 1.4797E+06 1 0 1 1
1151.113159 5.8345E+02 5.9178E+01 1 1 1 2

BROADENING PARAMETERS FOLLOW
6.003487 181.000 .017540 .024869 .021944 .021733 1 1 1 1 1 1

UNUSED PARAMETERS FOLLOW
TEMPI THCK1
328.77924 .21791

COVARIANCE MATRIX IS IN BINARY FORM

Table VIIA.6. Intermediate PARameter file klee7.par

-2.0700E+03 1.4500E+03 1.8714E+05 0 0 0 1
27649.55078 1.4000E+03 1.4847E+06 1 0 1 1
1151.031128 5.8084E+02 6.2192E+01 1 1 1 2

BROADENING PARAMETERS FOLLOW
6.017508 176.509 .017632 .024169 .021646 .023267 1 1 1 1 1 1

UNUSED PARAMETERS FOLLOW
TEMPI THCK1

328. .217

COVARIANCE MATRIX IS IN BINARY FORM

Table VIIAJ. Intermediate PARameter file klff7.par

-2.0700E+03 1.4500E+03 1.8714E+05 0 0 0 1
27649.55078 1.4000E+03 1.4847E+06 1 0 1 1
1151.031128 5.8084E+02 6.2192E+01 1 1 1 2

BROADENING PARAMETERS FOLLOW
6.017508 327.775 .017632 .024169 .021646 .023267 1 1 1 1 1 1

UNUSED PARAMETERS FOLLOW
TEMP2 THCK1
176.50908 .21676

COVARIANCE MATRIX IS IN BINARY FORM
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Table VBIA.8. Intermediate PARameter file klgg7.par

-2 .0700E+03 1.4500E+03 1.8714E+05 0 0 0 1
27649.55078 1.4000E+03 1.4847E+06 1 0 1 1
1151.031128 5.8084E+02 6.2192E+01 1 1 1 2

BROADENING PARAMETERS FOLLOW
6.017508 327 .775 .013190 .024169 .021646 .023267 1 1 1 1 1 1

UNUSED PARAMETERS FOLLOW
TEMP2 THCK1 - THCK2

176.50908 .21676 .01763

COVARIANCE MATRIX IS IN BINARY FORM

Table VHIA.9. PARameter file klhh7.par, containing final results for the example of Section VIHA

-2.0700E+03 1.4500E+03 1.8726E+05 0 0 0 1 .
27649.88477 1.4000E+03 1.4852E+06 1 0 1 1
1151.033203 5.7499E+02 6.1690E+01 1 1 1 2

BROADENING PARAMETERS FOLLOW
6.021257 326.973 .013171 .023536 .021407 .021981 1.1 1 1 1 1

UNUSED PARAMETERS FOLLOW
TEMP2 THCK1 THCK2

179. .217 -177E-01

COVARIANCE MATRIX IS IN BINARY FORM

Table VHIA.10. PARameter file klii7.par, which is a permutation of the file klhh7.par

-2.0700E+03 1.4500E+03 1.8726E+05 0 0 0 1
27649.88477 1.4000E+03 1.4852E+06 1 0 1 1
1151.033203 5.7499E+02 6.1690E+01 1 1 1 2

BROADENING PARAMETERS FOLLOW
6.021257 326.973 .216727 .023536 .021407. .021981 1 1 1 1 1 1

UNUSED PARAMETERS FOLLOW
TEMP2 THCK3 THCK2
178.54520 .01317 .01766

COVARIANCE MATRIX IS IN BINARY FORM
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Table VIIA.11. PARameter file klkk7.par, which is a permutation of the file klhh7.par

-2.0700E+03 1.4500E+03 1.8726E+05 0 0 0 1
27649.88477 1.4000E+03 1.4852E+06 1 0 1 1
1151.033203 5.7499E+02 6.1690E+01 1 1 1 2

BROADENING PARAMETERS FOLLOW
6.021257 178.545 .216727 .023536 .021407 .021981 1 1 1 1 1 1

UNUSED PARAMETERS FOLLOW
TEMPI THCK3 THCK2
326.97333 .01317 .01766

COVARIANCE MATRIX IS IN BINARY FORM

Table VHA.12. The PARameter file klI17.par, which is a permutation of the file klhh7.par

-2.0700E+03 1.4500E+03 1.8726E+05 0 0 0 1
27649.88477 1.4000E+03 1.4852E+06 1 0 1 1
1151.033203 5.7499E+02 6.1690E+01 1 1 1 2

BROADENING PARAMETERS FOLLOW
6.021257 178.545 .017659 .023536 .021407 .021981 1 1 1 1 1 1

UNUSED PARAMETERS FOLLOW
TEMPI THCK3 THCK1
326.97333 .01317 .21673

COVARIANCE MATRIX IS IN BINARY FORM
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VHI.C. PROGRAM SAMORT

When using the realistic resolution function (see Section IV.E) it may be useful to plot both the
individual components of the resolution function and the final composite function. This may be
accomplished using program SAMORT, which requires only the ORR portion of the PARameter file and
three other numbers (energy, mass, and flight path length) as input. Output consists of one ASCII file
and five plot files. The ASCII file gives details of the case being run, including for example centroids
for each component of the resolution function. Four plot files give time vs. resolution function for each
component, and the fifth gives energy vs. function vs. time for the composite function.

As with other plot files produced by SAMMY, these are in ODF format. They may, however,
been written in simple binary format by substitution of the file codf3.f for codfio.f while Unking the "ort"
files. (See Section VELF for details.)

A sample interactive (unix) run of program SAMORT is accomplished with the following lines
of input:

s a m o r t
a . p a r
1 8 0 0 0 0 . , 5 7 . 9 3 5 , 2 0 1 . 5 7 8

where the energy at which the functions are to be evaluated is 180000 eV, the mass of the sample is
57.935 amu, and the flight path length is 201.578 meters.

The file a.par may look similar to the following:

ORRES
BURST
TANTA
TANTA
TANTA
TANTA
TANTA
LITHI
LITHI
CHANN

1
1
1111

11

111

1

1.775
0.200
01.00
0.005
0.079
0.04
5.000
2.000

200000.000

.5
0.1

05.00
.005

1.000
0.5

0.392235
0.200000

7.179

09.00
0.005

1.009
0.500
4.000

04.00
0.005

(See Card Set 9 of the PARameter file, Table VIB. 1, for interpretation of these numbers.)

Output plot files are as follows: The file SAM_ORRODF contains energies in Section 1,
resolution function in Section 2, and time of flight in Section 3. File SAM_ORR_BURST.ODF contains
time of flight in Section 1, and the burst-width component of the resolution function in Section 2. File
SAM_ORR_TANTA.ODF contains time in Section 1 and the tantalum target component of the
resolution function in Section 2. File SAM_ORR_CHANN.ODF contains time in Section 1 and
channel-width component in Section 2. Finally, file SAM_ORR_LITHI.ODF contains time in Section
1 and the Lithium-glass detector resolution function in Section 2.

If the water moderator or the NE110 detector had been used instead, the respective file names
would be SAM ORR WATERODF and SAM ORR NE110.ODF.
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The output ASCE file SAMMY.ORR contains the following lines:

p
1.7750E-03

a., w, xl, x2, x3, xO, alpha —
1174- 463.6 1.7041E-04 8.5206E-04

1.5337E-03
6.8165E-04 1.000

c
7.1790E-03

J £ Q ____

5.0000E-03 392.2 1.009

, tl, t2, t3, t4
1.0724E-02 8.8750E-04 2.0521E-03 3.5895E-03

4.1951E-03
tlow, time, tup

34.253245 34.351459 34.362183
eup , em , elow

181033.71 180000.00 179887.66
#########################
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VIILE SAMSTA: STAIRCASE PLOTS

To produce an ODF file from which can be made staircase plots of SAMMY resonances for
specified spin groups, use the program SAMSTA. Input to SAMSTA is shown in Table VIIIE.l.
Output consists of a single file in ORELA Data FORMAT (ODF) (or binary, depending on the system);
Section 1 of that file contains resonance energies, and Section 2 contains the number of resonances (from
the specified spin gruops) at or below the corresponding energy.

Note that the SAMMY INPut file is not read by SAMSTA; the only information required from
that file is the /-value associated with given spin groups, and that information is provided interactively
(or via the batch file) to SAMSTA. The user should therefore take care to provide correct input, since
SAMSTA cannot make consistency checks (/-value vs. spin group number, for example).

Table VinE.l Input for Program SAMSTA

Question Response

1 What is name of parameter file? Name of SAMMY PARameter file

2 What is spin (1)? What are spin Orbital angular momentum for channel 1, as
groups numbers? specified by the variable LSPIN in Card Set 10

of the INPut file (Table VIA. 1); spin group
numbers for those groups have this /-value.
Format is "613".

3 What is name for ODF file? Name for the output ODF file to be produced by
SAMSTA

Questions 2 and 3 are repeated until the user enters "0" for spin and group numbers.
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VIH.F SAMBIN: ALTERNATIVE FORM FOR PLOT FILES

Plotting with SAMMY is accomplished by means of a set of utility programs FORODF [JC78].
SAMMY produces "ODF" or "plot" files containing the information (such as energies and cross
sections) from which plots made be made using FORODF. (See, e.g., Section VII.C.) Users on other
systems may prefer to use other plotting packages. To facilitate this, the "SAMMY manager" can now
choose between two alternatives when linking the program. To use the ODF option, the manager
includes file codfio.f (unix version) when compiling and Unking those segments which require the
plotting routines. To use the other option, the manager uses file codB.f instead. This will produce a
"generic" binary file which contains the same information normally stored in the ODF file, but in a form
which can easily be read by a simple FORTRAN code.

A sample code SAMBIN (file cbin.f) is provided with the SAMMY FORTRAN. SAMBIN
reads the binary file and, in its original form, produces the comparable ODF file. The local SAMMY
manager will need to modify the file cbin.f to accommodate his system's needs; cbin.f contains extensive
comment cards to aid in making the needed modifications.
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X.B. PROCEDURES TO FOLLOW WHEN YOU HAVE PROBLEMS

1. If SAMMY bombs

a. If possible, throw nothing away and modify nothing!

b. Bring the author (or your local SAMMY manager) a listing (or at least the name & address) of
the output "unit 5" file. Alternatively, if you did not keep this information, write down or make
a hard copy of where (Le. in which segment) SAMMY bombed, and the names and addresses of
all input files.

c. If possible, describe how this case differs from cases you have run successfully in the recent past

d. This information can be e-mailed to the author at nml@ornl.gov.

2. If SAMMY terminates normally but you don't believe the results

a. Carefully check all of your input.

i. Do you have the proper commands in the INPut file?

ii. Did you flag what you intended in the PARameter file?

iii. Did you slip a decimal point anywhere (e.g., for EMIN and EMAX) ?

iv. Is your data file messed up? (Are some of the uncertainties unrealistically small, e.g.?)

v. Etc.; see Table XB.l.

b. Print out the LPT file. Look it over carefully to help locate possible input errors, for example.
Be sure you look at the before you ask for help.

c. Did you use the "DIVIDE DATA INTO REGions of equal energy-range" option? If so,
SAMMY may have needed to divide the data very near a resonance. Sometimes this causes
problems. To avoid this, resubmit the run, choosing energy regions carefully (i.e. do not have
SAMMY choose them for you).

d. If none of the above satisfy you, see the author. Please follow the steps in Part 1! Also give the
author a listing (or the name and location) of the LPT file, please.
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Table XB.l. Possible solutions to some common problems

Problems that may occur
during a SAMMY run

Possible solutions

1 SAMMY tells you that the
matrix is nearly singular

2 A "divide check" or
"floating overflow" or
similar error message
occurs

3 Cryptic messages occur
before SAMMY bombs

4 Results "run away" from
your "reasonable" input
values.

Initial values are very far from "true" values
Initial parameter uncertainties are too large. Modify by
using "EXPLICit uncertainties" at the end of the
PARameter file.
Too many parameters are being varied.
Too few data points are used.
Sometimes this message can be ignored! But do so at your
own risk.

Your INPut or PARameter or DATa file has a zero (or a
number which SAMMY reads as nearly zero) where none is
permitted. Look over the LPT file carefully.
SAMMY has a bug?

You are trying to analyze too many data points at one time.
Use fewer points, or vary only the parameters of interest.
You have mistyped a file name.
The computer has had a bad day. Try again tomorrow.

Your input did not properly describe the "background" R-
matrix. Try adding more dummy resonances, check if spin
groups are properly assigned, etc.
Data uncertainties are unrealistic. Zeros are never allowed,
and very small values should be increased. (Or, use VMIN,
in Card Set 7 of the INPut file, Table VIA. 1.)
Total cross sections may look funny at large resonances
(due to "blacking out" of transmission dips), so increase the
uncertainties. Better yet, use transmission data and increase
uncertainties for low T.
Systematic errors in data should be handled with off-
diagonal data covariances, or by including data reduction
parameters such as normalization or background.
"DIVIDE DATA INTO REGions" landed in the middle of a
resonance. Change the number of data points, choose the
regions yourself, or if possible analyze all data at once.
The number of iterations is too small. (This is rarely true,
experience has shown.)
Your input contained errors such as misplaced decimal
points.
Try analyzing any "sensitive" energy regions first and/or
last. Or analyze all data at once.
Initial parameter uncertainties are too large. This is
especially likely to be a problem for resonance energies.
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XI.C DIVISION OF THE PROGRAM INTO STAND-ALONE SEGMENTS

The structure of program SAMMY makes it ideally suited for overlay, since each major operation
is independent of the others. However, because overlay was cumbersome on the PDP10 computer for
which SAMMY was originally developed, the author chose instead to make use of the "CALL RUN"
option which allows a FORTRAN program to initiate execution of another program. With migration
to other computers, this structure was maintained since it has proven to be particularly effective when
debugging or adding new options to the code. Casual users, on the other hand, do not even notice that
this code operates somewhat differently from most codes.

SAMMY now consists of over two dozen segments, not all of which are used for every SAMMY
run. Table XIC.l describes the functions of each segment and indicates the calling sequence. The order
of the segments in the table follows closely the order in which the segments would be called.

In addition to the segments which operate within a SAMMY run, a number of auxiliary programs
are available to be used in conjunction with SAMMY. These are described in Section VIII.8 and are not
included here.
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Table XIC.1 Segments of the Code SAMMY

Segment Primary Functions
Control passes to
which segment?

Control comes
from which
segment? '

SAMMY Write logo, call MAS

MAS Read input commands from teletype (or batch file)
and from INPut file: organize the manner in which
SAMMY will run.

ODF Initialize the ODF output file by writing energies
into S1, data in S2 and S6, and uncertainties in to S3
andS7.

INP Read INPut file for control commands and for
information about the data set; read through
PARameter file to set array sizes.

PAR Read parameters from PARameter file.

NEW Generate the covariance matrix for the parameters.

OLD Read the covariance matrix for the parameters from
binary file generated by earlier SAMMY run.

NDF Output resonance parameters in format required by
ENDF/B-VIfile2.

DAT Read the DATa file. Generate the auxiliary energy

grid used for broadening.

DAX Orin\ginal version of DAT; now seldom used.

REC Reconstruct point-wise cross section from
resonance parameters

THE Perform some bookkeeping related to cross-section
calculations.

CRO Generate theoretical cross sections using the Reich-
Moore approximation to multilevel R-matrix theory.
(Section m.A)

MLB Generate theoretical cross sections using the single
or multilevel Breit-Wigner theory. (Section IELC)

XCT Generate theoretical cross sections using alternative
formulation of Reich-Moore. (Section BOLD)

DOP Doppler-broaden the theoretical cross section using
the Leal-Hwang method. (Section IV.D)

DBD Doppler-broaden the theoretical cross section using
the original method. (Section IV.A. 1)

MAS

ODF or INP

END

start

SAMMY

MAS

PAR

NEW or OLD

NDF, DAT, DAX, or
REC

NDF, DAT, DAX, or
REC

END

THE

THE

END

CRO, MLB, or XCT

DOP,DBD,RSL,
ORR,MXW,SQU,
or INT

DOP,DBD,RSL,
ORR,MXW,SQU,
or INT

DOP,DBD,RSL,
ORR,ANG,MXW,
SQU,DSJT,orSSM

RSL,ORR,INT,
ANG,orSSM

RSL,ORR,INT,
ANG,orSSM

MAS or END

INP

PAR

PAR

NEW or OLD

OLD, NEW, FIN,
orAVG

OLD, NEW

OLD, NEW

DAT or FIN

THE

THE

THE

CRO, MLB,
XCT, or INT

CRO, MLB,
XCT, or INT
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Table XIC.1 Continued

Segment

ANG

SSM

RSL

ORR

INT

SQU

AVG

MXW

NPV

IPQ

FIN

END

Primary Functions

Generate angular distribution (Section ULE).

Perform self-shielding and multiple-scattering
calculation for capture yields

Resolution-broaden the theoretical cross section
using the original method (Section IV.A.2).

Resolution-broaden the theoretical cross section
using the realistic resolution broadening (Section
IV.E).

Print theoretical cross sections and/or partial
derivatives; write parts of ODF file.

Expand the triangular storage of the covariance
matrix to full square form.

Generate averages of theoretical and
experimental cross sections (Section V.C).

Generate stellar (Maxwellian) average capture
cross section (Section V.P.).

Solve (N+V) form of Bayes' equations (See
Section II.B.1.a).

Solve (I+Q) form of Bayes1 equations (See
Section II.B.1.b).

Convert results from u-parameters to physical
parameters; output results.

Reorganize files for another pass, or delete
temporary files at end of run.

Control passes to
which segment?

INT, RSL, or ORR

INT, ORR, or RSL

INT

INT

DOP,DBD,RSL,
ORR, ANG, SSM,
SQU, or NPV

MXW, AVG, NPV,
or IPQ

END or DAT

END

FIN

FIN

END, THE, or
DAT

INPorquit

Control comes from
which segment?

XCT,DOP,DBD,or
INT

XCT,DOP,DBD,or
INT

CRO,MLB,XCT,
DOP,DBD,ANG,
SSM, or INT

CRO,MLB,XCT,
DOP,DBD,orINT

CRO,MLB,XCT,
DOP,DBD,RSL,
ORR, ANG, or SSM

CRO,MLB,XCT,or
INT

SQU

CRO,MLB,XCT,or
SQU

SQU or INT

SQU

NPV or IPQ

ODF,NDF,REC,
AVG, MXW, FIN
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AF71

AG73

AL58

CC83

CP84

CP88

CR58

DL83

DL84

ENDF-102

FF80

FP84,FP89,FP92

FP89a

GA74
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APPENDIX B. MORE EXAMPLES

Two examples of SAMMY runs were presented in Section IX and one in Section VIE.
Available from RSIC [RSIC] along with the FORTRAN listing of the code are input and output for more
than fifty test cases. While it is not possible to test every conceivable combination of options available
within SAMMY, these examples do test for most of the major features. Anyone porting SAMMY to
a new computer system is strongly urged to ensure that all test cases give reasonable results on that
system before beginning other analyses.

For each test case a "batch" or "command" file defines the run; this file has a name like jcttrz
or xxtez is the SAMMY version number (e.g. kl) and z or zz is the case number (e.g. 1, 2, 3...). INPut,
PARameter, andDATa filenames are usually tr?sam.inp, tr?sam.par, and tr?sam.dat, respectively; in
the event of several INPut or DATa files, sam in the file name is replaced by unique characters. Output
files are generally labeled with version number and case number.
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